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........... Indicates an active-low signal
........... Indicates signal/device number ‘n’

AFF ......... Adaptive feedfoxward
........ Cavity amplitude readback
ASP ......... Cavity amplitude setpoint

.. ARB

ASPSF ....... Cavity amplitude setpoint d e factor
CAL ........ Calibration
CDA ........ Cavity drive adjustment
Cavity drive adjustment Scale factor
CDSF
Channel number ‘n’
CH
Clock
CLK
CPLR ....... Coupler
DIFF ........ Differential
DRV ........ Cavity drive
Delay skew
DS
DSTRB
Disturbance signal
ENV ........ Envelope
ERR ........ Error
FFwgI ..... Adaptive feedforward signal, in-phase component
FFWDQ..... Adaptive feedforward signal, quadrature component
FLD ......... Cavity RF field
FLDI ....... Cavity RF field, in-phase component
FLDQ ...... Cavity RF field, quadrature component
Fp .......... Fist-protection
FWD ........ Forward
FWDP ....... Forward drive power
GND ........ Ground
HPD ........ High-power drive
HPRF ....... High-power radio frequency
I
In-phase
ICM ......... I Controller Module
IDM
Initial drive magnitude
INT ......... Integral

.......
..........
........

..........
......

............
........
WAL ........ Initial value
LANL ....... Los A m o s National Laboratory
LLRF ....... Low-level radio-frequency
LORD ....... LLlRF output, raw data
LOSF ....... LLRF output, scale factor
LPO......... Loop phase offset
MAG ........ Magnitude
OL .......... Open-loop
OLDRV ..... Open-loop drive
OLSF ....... Open-loop drive scale factor
PHS ......... Phase
PID ......... Proportional, integral, differential
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Software Overview

1. ILRF CONTROL SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
1.1 Document Introduction

-I

'This

document details information on the low-level radio frequency (LLRF) softward
L@&pat.gdTh&oftware is associated with the control system developed by the
U s A m o s National Laboratory (LANL) for use at the University of Twente. It is
based on the LabVIEWa development software created by National Instruments
Corporation. The software is contained on the disk drive in the embedded processor
module, and accessed through the keyboard and monitor associated with the module.
This manual describes how the softwareis accessed and operated, and for what each
portion is generally used.
The manual is divided into several chapters, each presenting a group of panels that
are functionally related. The chapters are further divided into sections, every section
covering one of the individual control panels. The descriptions of the individual
control panels each contain a view of the panel, and a comprehensive summary of all
control functions and data displays on that panel.
For the convenience of the readers, the overall structure of this document is the same
as that used in the system description document1. As in that document, the control
system hardware components have been combined to create several conceptual subsystems. Each of the subsystems has a separate chapter dedicated to it. The chapters
appear in the same order as the related chapters in the system description, and have
corresponding chapter numbers.
(The chapters in this manual cover the following topics:
Chapter one describes the general operating principles of the
II
LabVIEWm
software package, and also discusses the high-level
\
menu panels which allow access to the individual control panels.
Chapter two covers the control panels used for conditioning the
cavity, and for controlling the accelerator under normal operating
I
conditions.
Chapter three provides information onthe resonance detection and
i
reflectometer calibration functions, including the setup and status
- e r each.Jhe cavity resonance detection subsystem monitors
the RF frequency of the cavity to find out if the temperature regulator is maintaining the cavity resonance properly. The operator is
notified if the cavity drifts too far from resonance.

-

c

I

.L

-

1. Universliy of Twente R f m
r
n Description,under development.
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Chapter four contains instructions on thhuse of those panels dedi- cated to controlling the cavity RF field3the field control panels, the
-j$i&scheduling panels, and the adapve f e e d f o m d panels. The
cavity field control subsystem regulates the phase and amplitude of
the cavity RF field. The field is kept at a user-defined setpoint using
J
a PID-based feedback control system,while filtersare implemented
to eliminate noise and disturbances. The combination effectively
maintains operational stability over changes in the electrical struc- -_
J ture of the accelerator.
/Chapter five discusses the control panels that provide setup and
status information on the diagnosticmonitorsubsystemrmF~bsysi/ ?em gathers information about the accelerator system, both as a set
of real-time diagnostic signals and as samgledheld RF magnitude
, levels which are converted into digital bit-sets.
Chapter six outlines those panels used to control the timing funcf
system. m e timing subsystem provides
, tionsprovided by the
the precision timing signals used toSynchronize the various systems
of the pulsed particle accelerator. The 40 MHz reference clock and
‘ 1 the precursory trigger are the basis of all thing signals.
/’inally, chapter seven describes the control panels used to monitor .
*
and adjust the alarm & limit functions of the system.f’%ealarm &
limit subsystem monitors several signals in the
system, and
alerts the user when any of these signals are outside of their normal
bounds. Additionally,it enforces limits on the LLRF output signal,
thus restricting the level at which the cavity is driven.
Throughout the document, it is assumed that the reader has a general working
knowledge of accelerators, high-power amplifier equipment, and low-level RF
(LLRF) control systems. References are listed as footnotes as they occur in the text.
-

/

/

1.2 Chapter Introduction

This chapter has been included to provide an overall view of the control software
package. It provides some general background information about the software, instructions for using it, and details on the control panels which do not correspond to
any specific subsystem. Specifically, the chapter includes:
Addressing data about the control system designed for the University of mente,
A description of the software file hierarchy,
How to start up the software package,
How to shut down the software package,
How to use each of the various types of controls contained on the
panels.

Data on the password panel, which asks the user for a valid user
name and password combination,
June 1992
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Details on the LLRF control system menu panel, which provides the
operator with access to the main control panels of the software
package,
Facts about the accelerator operational modes panel, which provides the operator with access to the control and monitor panels
associated with the normal operation of the accelerator,
Information on the control system setup modes panel, which allows
the user access to the sets of subsystem setup panels,
Data about the hierarchy panel, which provides the user with a
hierarchical view of the control panels,
How the various exit options will affect the control system,
And finally, some information about the pop-up windows that will
appear at different times during the operating session.

13 Software Background
The LTXF module set has been designed with the idea of complete computer control
and automation in mind. Accordingly, an embedded processor module has been
incorporated into the system to provide thiscontrol. The embedded processor module
used in the JLRF control rack is a VXIbus-based version of the Apple@SE-30
computer, and is manufactured by National Instruments Corporation. This module
comes complete with a keyboard and terminal (viewscreen) for user-interface, and
serial and parallel data ports allowing the implementation of additional peripheral
devices. In short,it is a complete computer on a VXIbus module.
All software necessaxy for complete and accurate control of the LLRFequipment has
been installed by LANL N - 5 personnel. The control software provided by AT-5 is
based on LabWEWa 2.2, a high-level graphical programming environment used to
define and create sets ofviewscreen control panels. Each set of panels controls one
of the ILRF subsystems, and all control panels relevant to a given subsystem are
summarized in the chapter dedicated to that subsystem.
This section contains some general background on the control system software as a
whole. This includes things such as: the logical addresses of each individual vxlbus
module in the system, and the fileifolder hierarchy of-thecontrol system program and
files.

13.1 VXIbus Backplane Logical Addresses
In the ILW control system developed for the University of Twente, each of the
internal VXlbus modules has been assigned a logical address. These are illustrated in table 1-1.
There are several empty slots in chassis 2. If additional modules are installed in
these, their logical addresses must be within the window established by the MXI
master module (also located in chassis 2). Specifically, this range is defined to
be 1through 14. Each device in this space is required to have a unique logical
address, so a maximum of 14 additional devices may be incorporated into
chassis 2.
1-3
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Table 1-1. AT-5

LLRF module logical addresses.
Module

ares
43
42
39
35
38

34
40
00
36
33
32

16

13.2 Fde Hierarchy
Figure 1-1illustratesthe folder and file divisionsof the control softwareinstalled
on the embedded processor module by LANL N - 5 personnel. Note that the
control system softwaremakes up only a portion of the files stored on the
embedded processor module. This hierarchy tree covers only those files used by
the LabWW*.control software package, Le. the files contained in the system
states folder and the LUW control system folder.
The system states folder contains the data files specific to each LUG system
state, the global hardware data files, and the configuration data files. The file
and folder names appearing in the diagram are the specific file names accessed
bytheLabWEW@software.The operatormayspecifvalternatefilenameswhen
saving system-state data. If thisis done, the software will not load the alternate
files automatically, but can access them if specifically instructed to do so.
The I U W control system folder contains the UXF control system executable
application, the sub-VIS (virtualinstruments) called by the application, and the
executableresource manager files. When selected, the executableIJAF control
system application runs the accelerator control software. Because the ‘init resource manager’ initializes the VXIbus hardware, it is executed immediately
upon system power-on. It provides the resource manager functionality (as defined by the VXIbus specification) for the control system, while suppressing its
output to the viewscreen. The software operates by calling a series ofVIs,which
are executable graphical subroutines. The ‘resource manager’ operates in the
same manner as the ‘init resource manager,’ except that its output is displayed
on the panel. For this reason, the ‘resource manager’ is unused unless it is
specifically activated by the operator.

June 1992
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LLRFcontrdSystem

Figure 1-1. Software file hierarchy.
133 Control Panel Hierarchy
Figure 1-2illustrates the control panel hierarchy of the LlLJRFsoftware package.
The upper-levelpanels are at the left of the diagram, and the lower-level panels
are at the right. When the software is run,the first panel presented to the user
is the password panel. From there, the user may proceed as far down the
structure as is deemed necessary. Note that the structure may be fully traversed
in both directions, preventing isolation from being a problem.
The password panel and the hierarchy panel are not connected to any of the
other panels in the diagram. This is because they reside outside of the normal
panel hierarchy. The hierarchypanel can be accessed by any panel in the top two
levels, and the password panel can be accessed from the ILRF control system
menu panel.
1-5
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Figure 1-2.

U F control panel hierarchy.

Several of the panels are inactive and/or undefined at the present time: accelerator diagnostic modes, control system test modes, phase scan, beam loading
measurement, cavity Q measurement, resonance control test, and resource
manager. In the figure, these are distinguished from the active panels by dark
shading. The inactive panels can be accessed but will not perform any control
functiOnS.
1.4 Running the

LLRF Control Software

At power-on or when rebooted, the embedded processor module automaticallyloads
and runsthe ILRF controlsoftware package. This process takes several minutes. The
software will present a L a b W W @copyright notice for a short while, then continue
with its loading procedure. Finally, when the software has been COmpIetely loaded,
the password panel (section 1.8.1) is presented to the user.
June 1992
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1.5 Shutting Down the LLRF Control Software

The embedded processor should never be turned off when not shut down, especially
if in the middle of running a program (such as the LLRF control software). If shut off
without being shut down, the disk drive may be damaged physically. Additionally, if
the processor is shut off in the middle of running a program, damage to the data
structure of the mes in use could occur, perhaps making them unreadable and unrecoverable.
Because the processor must be shut down every time it is turned off, the shutdown
procedure has been made very simple. In order to end a session with the control
software, one must do the following:
First,the control panel structure must be traversed until the LLRF
control system menu is the active panel.
Next, the shutdown button must be pressed. Popup windows may
appear with warning messages, asking permission to continue the
shutdown procedure and offeringthe user the opportunity to make
some adjustments before the current states have been erased.
Finally, a message will be displayed when the embedded processor
module has been completely shut down.

1.6 Operating the Mouse

This section has been included for those who are not familiar with the standard
terminology and control methods of the Apple@mouse-driven user-interface. Before
describing each of the individual control types used by the LLXF control software, the
general control procedures need to be covered. Contained herein are the definitions
of several terms that may be confusing to the novice operator, and should be read over
before proceeding on to the following sections.
The mouse is the main user input device for the embedded processor module, and is
used to operate all types of controls existing on the various control panels. On the
screen, there is a small mouse-pointer in the shape of a hand with a pointing finger.
The mouse-pointer moves about the screen in concert with the movement of the
mouse on its mouse pad, and is used to point to-itemson the panel.
To ’point’ to something on a control panel move the mouse until the
mouse pointer is on top of the desired item.
When pointed to, an item may be selected or activated. This is done by clicking on
the item with the mouse button.
To ‘click’ an item on a control panel: point to the item with the
mouse pointer, then quickly press and release the mouse button.
To ‘double-click’ an item on a control panel: point to the item with
the mouse pointer, then quickly press and release the mouse button
twice in rapid succession.
Certain items may be moved to Merent locations on the screen. When this is done,
it is called dragging.
1-7
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To ‘drag’ an item: point to the item with the mouse pointer, then hold
down the mouse button while moving the mouse (and the item) until
the item is at its new location.
1.7 Operating the Controls

There are several different types of controls used on the control panels: buttons,
alterable data fields, switches, selectable data fields, and dials. Each of these is
operated in some part with the mouse, but in some cases use of the keyboard is also
required, or at least advised. Many of the control panels contain at least one of every
type of control, but some contain only one type. Additionally, there are often data
fields present on a panel. These are read-only fields; they are read by the user, but can
not be altered. On a control panel, any type of field that is not described in the
following subsections is a data field.
1.7.1 ‘Buttons

Because the buttons are used to traverse the panel structure, every Control panel
contains at least one button. The buttons have been given a slight three-dimensional appearance, and contain some words describing the function performed
when the button is pressed. An example button is pictured in figure 1-3.

Figure 1-3. Button.
In order to press a control panel button, the following must be done:
Point to the button in question.
Click on the button. The button wii appear to depressfor a moment,
then the action(s) dictated by the button will be taken.
1.7.2 Alterable Data Fields

Most of the controlpanels contain alterable data fields in which data is read and
written numerically. In addition to a numerical displayof its value, each alterable
data field contains up and down arrows that will increment and decrement the
d u e in the field by its finest resolution. To the left of the field a word or two
describes the meaning of the value within the field, while to the right of the field
scaled units qllalifvthe numerical value. The units change automatically to keep
the value in a standard notational form. An example of an alterable data field
is shown in figure 1-4below.

Figure 1-4. Alterable data field.
June 1992
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In order to change the value in one of the alterable data fields, either of the
following procedures must be performed:
Point to the numerical field in question.
Double-click on the data field, and it will change color.
Use the keyboard to type in the new value of the data field. The new
value will replace the old one completely,
or:
Point to the up arrow for an increase, or the down arrow for a
decrease.
Click the chosen arrow repeatedly to cause incremental increased
decreases to the value shown in the display. Continue to do so until
the desired value appears therein.

1.73 Switches
Many of the control panels contain switches which allow the operator to select
between two possible states. The switches can be oriented horizontally or vertically, and contain a word at eachswitchposition to describe what statethe system
will be in if the switch is in that position. Examples of the types of switches used
on the control panels are shown in figure 1-5 below.

Figure 1-5. Switches.
In order to change the setting of a switch on one of the control panels the
operator must do the following:
Point to the switch in question.
Click on the switch. The switch will move to indicate its new state,
the opposite of that at which it was originally located.

1.7.4 Selectable Data Fields
Some of the control panels contain selectable data fields which are used for
things such as signal selection. Beneath the data display are left and right arrows
which allow the operator to alter the value in the display. Also, popup menus
can be used to change the data. At the left of the display, a word or two is
included to indicate what the selection will affect. An example of a selectable
data field can be seen in figure 1-6 below.
CH I

CAVITY AMPLITUDE
I

4

Figure 1-6. Selectable data field.
1-9
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In order to alter a selectable data field, either of the following procedures must
be performed:
Point to the data field display.
0
Press and hold the mouse button. Apopup menu with a complete
list of possibilities for that field.
Keeping the mouse button held down, point to the desired selection.
0
Release the mouse button and the menu will disappear, leaving the
new selection displayed in the data field.
or:
0
Point to the left or right arrow of the data field.
Click on the chosen arrow and the data field will display a new
selection. Click repeatedly until the desired value appears in the
data field.
0

0

1.7.5 Scroll Bars
In some instances, there is not enough space on the viewscreen to look at the
entire set of infomationprovided byapanel or menu. In these cases, the window
may be scrolled up or down, -left or right to display more of the available
information. This is done with scroll bars, pictured in figure 1-7.

Figure 1-8. Scroll Bars.

In order to change the view displayed by a window, one of the following procedures must be performed
Point to the arrow correspondingto the direction the window should
be moved.
Click on the arrow until the window displays the .correctview.
or:
Point to the window position box (somewhere on the scroll bar).
Drag the box along the scroll bar to the appropriate position.
1.8 System-Level Control Panels

This section describes those control panels that are unrelated to any of the individual
control subsystems. In general, they are organizational panels that allow the user to
perform those taskswhich are necessary, but which do not affect accelerator operation
directly. This includes things such as entering and exiting the control software, performing administrative tasks,and accessing the control panels that do directly affect
June 1992
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the control system. The panels include the: password panel, hierarchy panel, LLRF
control system menu panel, accelerator operationalmodespanel, control system setup
modes panel, exit panel, and general popup panels. Each of these is discussed in a
subsection below.

Disclaimer Panel
Upon enteringthe software environment, the user is presented with a Disclaimer
Panel, as shown in figure 1-9. Read the copyright notice, the disclaimer, and
the restrictions that apply to the dissemination of the software. When you have
done this, press the CONTINUE button.

1.8.1

Figure 1-9. .Disclaimer panel.

1.8.2 Hierarchy Panel
The hierarchy panel, shown in figure 1-10, presents the user with a hierarchical
representation of the control panels in the software package. The panel can be
used to see exactlywhere in the software a given panel resides, allowing the user
to find the correct path to that panel.

1-11
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I

I

L

Figure 1-10. I-..-. archy panel.

When pushed, the OK button returns the user to the panel from which thispanel
was called. This is the only active control.

1.83 LLRF Control System Menu Panel
The ILRF control system menu panel, pictured in figure 1-11 below, is the
overall menu of the software package. It provides the user with access to several
other control panel menus, and provides a shutdown option which allows the
user to exit the software.

June 7992
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Figure 1-11. U F control system menu panel.

To call up a given submenu, simply press the button containing the name of the
desired submenu. The panels that can be called up are the accelerator operational modes panel, and controlsystem setupmodes panel. The shutdown button
is also active, but does not call up a panel (excepting the possibility of a popup
menu, see section 1.8.7). The shutdown button simply exits the control software
package as described in section 1.5.
Additionally, there is one small button in the bottom-left comer of the panel:
the hierarchy button. This button brings up the hierarchy panel.
1.8.4 Accelerator Operational

Modes Panel

The accelerator operational modes panel, pictured in figure 1-12, is called up
€tom the LLRF control system menu panel. This panel allows the user to select
a mode of operation from which to observe and adjust the control system.
Specifically, it allows the user to enter either the normal operations panel, or
the cavity conditioning panel.

1-13
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Figure 1-12. Accelerator operational modes panel.

Selecting the normal operations button brings up the normal operationspanel,
providing the user with access to the controls and monitors of the accelerator
control system. The normal operations panel is discussed in section 2.2.
Ifthe cavity conditioningbuttonispressed, then the software bringsup the cavity
conditioning panel, described in section 23. This provides the user with the
functions necessaxy to perform the conditioning process on the cavity.

If the exit button is pressed then the user is returned to the LLRFcontrol system
menu panel. From there, the user may enter the setup mode or shut down the
software.
Additionally, there is one small button in the bottom-left comer of the panel:
the hierarchy button. This button brings up the hierarchy panel.

1.8.5 Control System Setup Modes Panel
The control system setup modes panel, pictured in figure 1-13, is brought up by
the LLRF control system menu panel. The panel is presented as an extremely
simplified block diagram of the control system, with each block representing one
of the setup panels. Thus, the user is allowed to select from a variety of setup
panels in which all setup functions may be performed.
June 7992
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Figure 1-13. Control system setup modes panel.
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To call up a given setup panel, simply press the button that contains the name
of the desired panel. Note that several of the buttons are shaded darkly. These
buttons are inactive in the soflsvare, so pushing them will have no effect: RF
reference, HPRF amplifier, and RF cavity. The panels that can be called up are:
field control, diagnostic monitor, timing, alarms and limits, and resonance
detection. The exit button returns the user to the ILRF control system menu
panel.
Additionally, there is one small button in the bottom-left corner of the panel:
the hierarchy button. This button brings up the hierarchy panel.
1.86 Erdt panel
The exit panel, seen in figure 1-14, is called up when the exit button is pressed
on the normal operations panel, the cavity conditioning panel, or any of the
system setuppanels. It offersthe user several exit options: saving the system state
before exiting, loading a new system state, canceling the exit, and exiting the
setup without saving the new system state.
1-15
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Figure 1-14. Exit panel.
The ‘save system state’ button saves the current state of the system in a Be, so
that it can be accessed by the operator at a later date. The system state can be
saved under most any name that the operator wishes to give it. However, only
the default state is loaded into the software upon start-up, so if the file is to be
the default file it should be given the default file name.
The ‘load system state’ button causes the processor to load data from any file
specified by the operator. If this is done before saving newly generated data to
a We, the software will prompt the user with a cautionary pop-up menu. (See
section 1.8.7 below.)
The ‘return cancel exit’ button will cancel the exit procedure, and return the
operator to the panel from which the exit panel was called.
The exit button will cause the software to exit the w e n t section, returning the
operator to the control system setup modes panel or the accelerator operation
modes panel. If this is done before saving the data to a file, the software will
prompt the user with a cautionary popup menu. (See section 1.8.7 below.)
1.8.7 PopUp Wmdows
Under many different sets of circumstances, a popup window may appear (an
example of which is seen in figure 1-15). The window may contain different
messages at different times, depending upon the specific circumstances of its
appearance. In general, it offersthe user the opportunity of either continuing

-
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with, or canceling, the current operation. Whichever is chosen, the software
continues as instructed.

Figure 1-15. Pop-up menu panel.
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2. ILRF OPERATIONAL MODES
2.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter describes the LabWEW@control panels used during the normal operations of the acceleratorcavity: the normal operationspanel and the cavity conditioning
panel. Both of these panels are in the control hierarchy underneath accelerator
operational modes. The panels contain sets of controls that can be used to operate
and monitor the control system as a whole, without specifically altering any of the
subsystems. (Although, as the various controls are altered, the corresponding items
are altered in the relevant subsystems.) Illustrations of the panels are provided along
with information on how they operate, and what function each control provides.
The panels discussed in this chapter are as folIows:
The normal operationspanel provides the operator with the control
and monitor points for the functionsused during the normal operation of the accelerator.
The cavity conditioning panel provides the operator with the control
and monitor points allowing control over the accelerator cavity
conditioning process.
2.2 Normal Operations Panel

The normal operationspanelis illustrated in figure2-1.The panel allows contains the
controls used in governing the normal Operations of the accelerator. Much of the
operation is automated, running in the background transparent to the user.
The normal operations panel is entered from the accelerator operational modes
panel. Upon entering the normal operations panel, several configuration files are
loaded into the control software. First, the resonance control, field control, diagnostic
monitor, timing, and alarm & limit configuration files are loaded. They provide the
hardware configuration data which is needed to define the normal mode of operation.
Next, the global files for the reflectometer calibration, gain schedule, and diagnostic
signal list are also loaded. Thk is done to provide the hardware-specific setup data
common to all modes of operation. Finally, the operator is asked if the default file
for the normal mode of operation is to be used. If it is not, the user is asked to provide
the name of the file that will be used. The data in this file is displayed on, and is
adjustable from, the normal operations panel.

The remainder of this section is dedicated to describingthe control and monitor points
on the normal operations panel. Generally, the control descriptions are listed as the
controls appear on the panel, from the upper-left to the lower-right. Where the
controls are grouped, each control in the group is discussed before proceeding on to
the next group.
2-1
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Figure 2-1. Normal operations panel.

LLRF ENABLEDISABLE This switch allows the operator to enable and disable the
LUFoutput. When in the disabled position, the LLRF output will not be
. allowed to leave the ICLIRF control rack. When in the enabled position, the
LUFcontrol system will provide the LLRF output signalto the HPRF control rack if all other conditions are satisfied (i.e. the fast-protection signal
has not been triggered, the RF gate timing pulse is active, etc.). When enabled, the RF gate enable bit is set high on the U’onvefier Module, and
when disabled thisbit is cleared low. In other words, the switch reflects and
controls the status of the RF gate enable bit. Note that when an alarm occus,the switch willbe moved to the ‘disable’ state automatically by the software.

LLRF OFF:When thisbutton is pressed, the ILRF output is tied to ground, effectively
disabling the output to the HPRF control rack. As with the LLRF disable
switch, this button clears the RF gate enable bit on the UpconverterModule,
forcing it low to prevent any output signal.
June 7992
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WARNING: This is a yellow status display light which provides the warning status for
the system. When lit, one or more warnings have been activated. When not
lit, no warnings are active in the system. The various Warnings are discussed
in chapter seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem.
ALARM: This is a red stam display Iight which provides the alarm status for the system. When lit, one or more alarms have been activated. When not lit, no
alarms are active in the system. The various alarms are discussed in chapter
seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem.
CAVITY AMPLITUDE SETPOINT: The cavity amplitude setpoint control provides
the method of adjusting the magnitude of the cavity RF field. The control
system uses a PIPbased feedback algorithm to maintain the amplitude of
the cavity RF field at the value of the cavity amplitude setpoint. The value
residing in this field is scaled to reflect the actual cavity field voltage.
Since the control system performs its operations on the in-phase and quadrature components of the system signals, the setpoints must also be divided
into in-phase and quadrature components (SETPOINT1~and SETPOINTQ~).
To do this the following equations are used
ASP

sETpoINTIcy =ASPSF cos(psp)

SETPOINTocy =

Sin(PSp)
ASPSF

Where ASP is the cavity amplitude setpoint, ASPSF is the cavity amplitude
setpoint scale factor, and PSP is the cavity phase setpoint.
In the gain-scheduling algorithm, the ASP provides the key parameter from
which all other data parameters are derived. Because of this, the interpolation algorithms must re-evaluate the other parameters each time the ASP
is altered. "his is explained further in section 4.4, covering the creation of
the gain schedule table.
C A m AMPLITUDE READBACK:The cavity amplitude readback display contains
the amplitude of the cavity RF field as detected by the control system. The
value in this field is scaled to reflect the actual cavity field voltage, and appears in a box to the left of a vertical bar graph.
The bar graph displays the relative values of the current field amplitude, the
minimum warning level, and the minimum alarm level. The graph also
contains their numerical values: The red-to-yellow (upper) transition point
is labelled with the value of the alarm limit in the alarm & limit conf~guration me. The yellow-to-green (lower) transition point is labelled with the
value of the warning limit in the alarm & limit configuration file.
To determinethe value of the cavity amplitudereadback (ARB) the software
uses the following equation:
ARB = J ( E U I I . S F ~+
) ~(EUIQ*SFQ~
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Where FLD I is the in-phase component of the RF field, FXD Q is the
quadraturecomponent of the BF field, SI3is the scale factor of the in-phase
component of the RF field, and SFQ is the scale factor of the quadrature
component of the RF field.
CAVITY PHASE SETPOINT: The phase setpoint control provides a method €or adjustingthe phase of the cavitywF field. The control system uses a PID-based
feedback algorithm to maintain the cavity phase at its setpoint value.
Since the control system performs its operations on the in-phase and quadrature components of the system signals, the setpoints must also be divided
into in-phase and quadrature components SETP POINT^^ and SETPOINT&.
To do this the following equations are used
SETpoINTrCy

SETPOM-

-- *"'
-ASP

ASPSF

ASPSF

Sin(PSP)

Where ASP is the cavity amplitude setpoint, ASPSF is the cavity amplitude
setpoint scale factor, and PSP is the cavity phase setpoint.
C A W PHASE READBAThe readback display of the cavity phase containsthe
phase (in degrees) of the cavity RF field. It appears as a vector in a circle,
giving an approximate visual representation of the phase. The O'B60' position is along the positive x-axis, or horizontally to the right. Its numerical
value (in degrees) appears beneath the circle. The value of the phase readback (PRl3) is determined from the following equation:
PRB

-

tan-1pQ)

I.zDI

Where FLD I is the in-phase component of the RF field, and FLD Q is the
quadrature component of the RF field.
FW TIMING DEUX The RF timing delay is used to adjust the time-position of the
cavity RF field in the RF cycle. Since the precursory trigger (TO) indicates
the beginning of an RF cycle, the RF timing delay is defined as the length of
time between the leading edge of TO and the leading edge of the RF gate.
The timing circuitry uses a 5 M H z clock, so is limited to a 200 ns resolution.
Thus the number of clock cycles in the delayperiod is determined as follows:

Where RFGD is the RF gate delay.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LlLRF output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The delays
of all other timing pulses are derived from the RF gate delay. Consequently,
as the RFGD is adjusted, all other timing signals track the change. This is
explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing setup.
June 1992
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RF TIMING WIDTR: The RF timing width is used to adjust the length of time that the
-field exists in the cavity. This is done by altering the width of the RF gate
pulse, which is displayed as the RF timing width. The timing circuitry uses a
5 W clock, so is limited to a200ns resolution. The number of clock cycles
that pass d e the RF gate is active is determined as follow^:
RFGW

widthcydes =-

2002r

Where RFGW is the RF gate width.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the U R F output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The widths
of all dependent-type timing pulses are derived from the width of the RF
gate. Consequently, as RFGW is adjusted, all dependent pulses track the
change. This is explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing
setup.
FORWARD DRIVE POWER. The forward drive power status display containsthe value of the voltage magnitude at which the cavity is currently being driven. The
value is taken from a readback of the klystron amplifier output. It is displayed niunerically,.mil is scaled to reflect the actual voltage level of the
forward power signal.
The forward drive power (FWDP) is determined from the following equation:
M P (REEUY-RASF

-

Where REFL Ais the reflectometer 'a' signal, and RASF is the reflectometer 'a' scale factor.
REVEWE DRIVE POWER. The reverse drive power status display containsthe value
of the voltage magnitude at which drive power is being reflected from the
cavity. It is displayed numerically, and is scaled to reflect the actual voltage
level of the reflected power signal.
The reverse drive power (RVSP)is determined from the following equation:
RKSP = (REELBY*RBSF
Where REFL B is the reflectometer 'b' signal, and RBSF is the reflectometer 'b' scale factor.
ADAPTIVE FEEDFORWARD ONIOFF: The adaptive feedforward on/off switch determines whether or not the adaptive feedforward functionality is currently
active. When in the offposition, the current feedforward data is maintained
and used until it is cleared with the reset button or additional adaption is
enabled by turning the switch on. When this switch is in the on position, the
enable FFWD I and enable FFWD Q bits are set high on theAdaptive Feedfuwurd Module. This causes the module to continue (or begin) gathering
data for use in its adaptive feedforward algorithm. When the switch is in the
off position, both bits are cleared to low.

FEEDFORWARD RESET:When the adaptive feedforward reset button is
pressed, the adaptive feedforward data is cleared. The software executed by
thisbutton sets both the reset I data and reset Q data bits high on theAdap
tive Feedforward Module.
DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH 1:The diagnosticmonitor channel 1control allows the
selection of which diagnosticsignal is to drive channel one of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnosticsignal is selected, the software first disables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 1,then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. A M of the available diagnosticsignals is
found in section 5.1.
DIAGNOSTICMOMTOR CH 2:The diagnosticmonitor channel 2 control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel two of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnosticSignalis selected, the software firstdisables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 2, then enables the
newly selected Signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. Alist of the available diagnostic signals is
found in section 5.1.
REFLECIlON COEFFICIENT: The reflection coefficient data is displayed on a
Smith chart. The chart illustrates the complex reflection coefficient points
plotted in polar coordinates, with the standard Smith chart admittance
curvessuperimposed upon it. An ongoinghistory of 25 points is displayed on
the panel as the system continuously updates the reflection coefficient measurement.
The normalized load admittance for the RF cavity can be observed directly
from this plot. A vector error correction algorithm is used to calculate the
complexreflectioncoefficient€tom the Envelope Detector Module registers:
REFL A, REFL B,REFL A+B, and REFL A+ ji.
REF'RESH CHART: When the refresh chart button is pressed, the Smith chart is
cleared of all previous data points. Thisis useful in preventing the chart from
becoming cluttered with outdated data.
EXI'E When the exit button is pressed, the normal operations panel is closed and replaced with the accelerator operational modes panel. The operator is
prompted to choose one of the following exit functions: save, load, return, or
exit. (See section 1.8.6.) Note that when the operator leaves this panel, the
current machine stateremains active until another mode of operationsis entered or the shutdown function is selected.

2.3 Cavity Conditioning Panel
The cavity conditioning panel, illustrated in figure 2-2, provides the operator with
control over the accelerator cavity conditioning process. Many of the conditioning
operations are automated and run in the background, transparent to the user.
J U M 1992
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The cavity conditioning panel is entered from the accelerator operational modes
panel. Upon entering the cavity conditioning panel, several configuration files are
automatically loaded into the control software. First,the resonance detection, field
control, diagnosticmonitor, timing, and alarm & knit configuration files are loaded.
They provide the hardware configuration data which is needed to define the normal
mode of operation. Next, the global files for the reflectometer calibration, gain
schedule, and diagnostic signal list are also loaded. This is done to provide the
hardware-specific setup data common to all modes of operation. Finally, the operator
is asked if the default file for cavity conditioning is to be used. I€it is not, the user is
asked to provide the name of the file that will be used. The data in this file is displayed
on, and is adjustable from,the cavity conditioning panel.

WARNING ALARM

LLRF

-

0
CAMN DRIVE

ADJUSTMENT

-

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

1

CAWAMPUNDE
READBACKMW

1

DRIVE POWER

ki.iz

I

~

REFRESHCHART

1

Figure 2-2. Cavity conditioning panel.
The remainder of thissection is dedicated to describingthe control and monitor points
on the cavity conditioning panel. Generally, the control descriptions are listed as the
controls appear on the panel, from the upper-left to the lower-right. Where the
controls are grouped, each control in the group is discussed before proceeding on to
the next group.
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LLRF ENABLE/DISABLE: This switch allows the operator to enable and disable the
L;L;RF output. When in the disabled position,the ILRF output will not be
allowed to leave the L;ILRF control rack. When in the enabled position, the
L;LRFcontrol system will provide the I L R F output signal to the HPRF control rack if all other conditions are s a w e d (i.e. the fast-protection signal
has not been triggered, the RF gate timing pdse is active, etc.). When enabled, the RF gate enable bit is set high on the Upconverter Module,and
when disabled thisbit is cleared low. In other words, the switch reflects and
controls the status of the RF gate enable bit.
OFF: When thisbutton is pressed, the LLRFoutput istied to ground, effectively
disabling the output to the HPRF control rack. As with the L,wu;disable
switch, this button clears the RF gate enable bit on the UpconverterModule,
forcing it low to prevent any output signal.
WARNING This is a yellow status display light which provides the umming status for
the system. When lit, one or more warnings have been activated. When not
lit, no warnings are active in the system. The various warnings are discussed
in chapter seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & Iimit subsystem.
ALARM: This is a red status display light which provides the alarm stam for the system. When lit, one or more alarms have been activated. When not lit, no
alarms are active in the system. The various alarms are discussed in chapter
seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem,
CAVITYDRIVEADJUSTMENEThe cavity drive adjustmentcontrol provides a direct
adjustment to the drive level of the RF cavity. The value is scaled to reflect
the actual voltage of the cavity drive signal. The cavity drive adjustment is
used to determine the value of the open-loop drive on the I and Q controllet
Modules (OLDKVI~and O L D W d , as seen in the following equations
OLDRVW
OLDRVW

cDA sin(CDP)
CDSF
cDA Sin(CDP)
CDSF

Where CDA is the cavity drive adjustment, CDSF is the cavity drive scale
factor, and CDP is the cavity drive phase.
There is no gain-scheduiingrequired for cavity conditioning. The remaining
field control parameters should remain unchanged from their original Values (as taken from the field control configuration file).
CAVlTYAMPUTUDEREADBACE The cavity amplitude readback display contains
the amplitude of the cavity RF field as detected by the control system. The
value in this field is scaled to reflect the actual cavity field voltage, and appears in a box to the left of a vertical bar graph.
The bar graph displays the relative values of the current field amplitude, the
minimum warning level, and the minimum alarm level. The graph also
containstheir numerical values: The red-to-yellow (upper) transition point
is labelled with the value ofthe darm limit in the alarm & limit configuraJune 7992
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tion file. The yellow-to-green (lower) transition point is labelled with the
value of the warning limit in the alarm & limit configuration file.

To determine the value of the cavityamplitude readback (ARB)the sofmare
uses the following equation:
ARB

= &DI*

SF1)z + ( W Q SFQY

Where FLD I is the in-phase component of the RF field, FLD Q is the
quadraturecomponent of the lW field, Sm is the scale factorof the in-phase
component of the RF field, and SFQ is the scale factor of the quadrature
component of the RF field.

RF TIMING DELAY:The RF timing delay is used to adjust the time-position of the
cavity RF field in the RF cycle. Since the precursory trigger (To) indicates
the beginning of an RF cycle, the RF timing delay is defined as the length of
time between the leading edge of To and the leading edge of the RF gate.
The timing circuitry uses a 5 MHz clock,so is limited to a 200 11s resolution.
.T
h
ethe number of clock cyclesin the delayperiod is determined asfollows:

Where RFGD is the R F gate delay.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LLRF output drive signal. This key t h i n g signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The delays
of all other timing pulses are derived from the RF gate delay. Consequently,
as the RFGD is adjusted, all other timing signals track the change. This is
explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing setup.

RF TIMMG UrIDTB:The RF timing width is used to adjust the length of time that the
RF field existsin the cavity. This is done by alteringthe width of the RF gate
pulse, which is displayed as the RF timing width. The timing circuitry uses a
5 MHz clock, so is limited to a 200 ns resolution. The number of clock cycles
that pass'while the R F gate is active is determined as follows:

Where RFGW is the RF gate width.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LLRF output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The widths
of all dependent-type timing pulses are derived from the width of the RF
gate. Consequently, as RFGW is adjusted, all dependent pulses track the
change. This is explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing
setup.
2%
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FORWARD DRIVE POWER The forward drive power status display contains the value of the voltage magnitude at which the cavity is currently being driven. The
value is taken from a readbaclc of the klystron amplifier output.It is displayed numerically, and is scaled to reflect the actual voltage level of the
forward power signal.
The forward drive power (FWDP) is determined from the following equation:

Where REFL A is the reflectometer ‘a’ signal, and RASF is the reflectometer ‘a’ scale factor.

REVERSE DRIVE PO-

The reverse drive power status display contains the value
of the voltage magnitude at which drive power is being reflected from the
cavity. It is displayed numerically, and is scaled to reflect the actual voltage
level of the reflected power si@.

The reverse drive power (RVSP) is determinedfrom the following equation:
RmP

-

(RB?LB~.RBSF

Where REFL B is the reflectometer ‘b’ signal, and RBSF is the reflectometer ‘byscale factor.

DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH 1:The diagnosticmonitor channel 1control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel one of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection isprovided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnosticsignal is selected, the softwarefirst disables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 1,then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. A M of the available diagnostic signalsis
found in section 5.1.
DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CEI 2 The diagnosticmonitor channel 2 control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel two of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnosticsignal is selected, the software first disables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 2, then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. Alist of the available diagnostic signals is
found in section 5.1.

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT: The reflection coefficient data is displayed on a
Smith chart.The chart illustrates the complex reflection coefficient points
plotted in polar coordinates, with the standard Smith chart admittance
curves superimposedupon it. An ongoing history of 25 points is displayed on
the panel as the system continuously updates the reflection coefficient measurement.
June 1992
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The normalized load admittance for the RF cavity can be observed directly
fromthis plot. A vector error correction algorithm is used to calculate the
complex reflection coefficient from the EweZope DetectorModule registers:
REFL A, REFL B, REFL A+B, and REFL A+ JB.
When the refresh chart button is.pressed, the Smith chart is
REFRESH
cleared of allprevious data points. This is useful in preventing the chart from
becoming cluttered with outdated data.
EXIT: When the exit button is pressed, the cavity conditioning panel is closed and replaced with the accelerator operational modes panel. The operator is
prompted to choose one of the following exitfunctions: save, load, return, or
exit. (See section 1.8.6.) Note that when the operator leaves this panel, the
current machine stateremains active until another mode of operations is entered or the shutdown function is selected.
2.4 Status Panel

The status panel, illustrated in figure 2-2, provides the operator with the ability to
access each of the individual subsystem status panels. The individual status panels
contain no Operational controls, instead, they supply a summary of the information
being generated or used by the correspondingsubsystem. Control over a given subsystem is provided via the setup panel for that subsystem.
The panel is presented as an extremelysimplified block diagram of the control system,
with each block presenting access to one of the status panels. To call up a given status
panel, simply press the button that contains the name of the desired panel. Note that
several of the buttons are shaded darkly. These buttons are inactive in the software,
and will perform no functions: RF reference, HPRF amplifier, and RF cavity. The
status panels that mn be called up are: field control, diagnostic monitor, timing,
alarms & limits, and resonance detection.
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3. RESONANCE DETECTION
3.1 Chapter O v d e w

This chapter describes the LabWEW@control panels used to detect the resonance
condition of the RF cavity, and calibrate the reflectometer assembly. These panels are
in the control hierarchy under the control system setup modes panel. Illustrations of
the panels are provided.along with information on how they operate, and what
function each control provides.
The cavity resonance detection subsystem monitors the resonant frequency of the RF
cavity. The RF cavity must remain close to its designated resonance so that the proper
RF field may be generated, and so thatproper feedback regulation of the cavity field
is possible. If the cavity is &en far from resonance: it may not accept RF power, a
parasitic mode may be excited, or the feedback loop margins might be exceeded.
The panels discussed in this chapter are as follows:
0
The resonance detection status panel provides the complete set of
status information on the resonance detection subsystem.
The resonance detection setup panel provides control and monitor
points which allow the resonance detection subsystem to be set up
for operation.
0
The calibrate reflectometerpanel provides the control and monitor
points used to help guide the automated reflectometer calibration
process.
The calibration standards panel provides direct access to the data
in the calibration standards table.
3.2 Resonance Detection Status Panel

The resonance detection status panel contains a complete set of status information
on the resonance detection subsystem. (See figure 3-1.) The panel is accessed from
the status panel, and appears in its place at the top of the screen. The display shows
the current status of all data channels in the subsystem. Specifically, the panel provides
the following:
SMITH CHAR'R The reflection coefficient data is displayed on a Smith chart, The
chart illustrates the complex reflection coefficient points plotted in polar
coordinates, with the standard Smith chart admittance curves superimposed
upon it. An ongoing history of 25 points is displayed on the panel as the system continuously updates the reflection coefficient measurement.
The normalized load admittance for the RF cavity can be observed directly
from this plot. A vector error correction algorithm is used to calculate the
complex reflection coefficient from the Envelope Detector Module registers:
RE33 A, REFL B, REFL A+B, and REFL A+jB.
3-1
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REFLECTOMETER DATA B: This numeric display shows the value of the reflectometer 'b' data channel, as stored in the REFL B register on the Envelope Detector Module.
REFLECTOMETER DATA A+ B This numeric display showsthe value of the reflectometer 'a+ b' data channel, as stored in the REFL A+B register on the
Envdope Detector Module.
REF'LECl"OMETERDATAA+jB: This numeric displayshowsthe d u e of the reflectometer 'a J%, data channel, as stored in the REFL A+ JBregister on the
Envelope Detector Module.
EXIT:When the exit button is pressed, the resonance detection status panel is closed
and replaced with the status panel, which is covered in section 2.4.

+

3 3 Resonance Detection Setup Panel

The resonance detection setup panel, illustratedin figure 3-2,providesthe control and
monitor points used in the setup of the cavity resonance detection subsystem. Much
of the setup operations are automated and run in the background, transparent to the
user.
The resonance detection setup panel is entered from the control system setup modes
panel. Upon entering the panel, several configuration files are automatically loaded
into the control software. First, the resonance detection, field control, diagnostic
monitor, timing, and alarm & limit configuration files are loaded. They provide the
hardware configuration data which is needed to define the normal mode of operation.
Next, the global files for the reflectometer calibration, gain schedule, and diagnostic
signal list are also loaded. This is done to provide the hardware-specific setup data
common to all modes of operation. Finally, the operator is asked if the default file
for the resonance detection setup mode will be used. If it is not, the user is asked to
provide the name of the file that will be used. The data in thisfile is displayed on, and
is adjustable from, the resonance detection setup panel.
The remainder of thissection is dedicated to describingthe control and monitor points
on the resonance detection setup panel. Generally, the control descriptions are listed
as the controls appear on the panel, from the upper-left to the lower-right. Where the
controls are grouped, each control in the group is discussed before proceeding on to
the next group.
LLRF ENABLEAMSABm This switch allows the operator to enable and disable the
ILRFoutput. When in the disabled position, the LLRF output will not be
allowed to leave the LIXF control rack. When in the enabled position, the
ILRFcontrol system will provide the ILRFoutput signal to the HPRF control rack if all other conditions are satisfied (i.e. the fast-protection signal
has not been triggered, the RF gate timing pulse is active, etc.). When enabled, the RF gate enable bit is set high on the Upconverter Module, and
when disabled this bit is cleared low. In other words, the 'Switch reflects and
controls the status of the RF gate enable bit. Note that when an alarm occurs, the switch will be moved to the 'disable' stateautomaticallyby the soft-

ware.
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Figure 3-2. Resonance detection setup panel.

LLRF OFF:When this button is pressed, the LLRF output is tied to ground, effectively
. disabling the output to the HPRF control rack. As.with the LLRF disable
switch, this button clears the RF gate enable bit on the UpconverterModule,
forcing it low to prevent any output signal.

WARNING This is a yellow status display light which provides the warning status for
the system. When lit, one or more warnings have been activated. When not
lit, no Warnings are active in the system. The various warnings are discussed
in chapter seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem.
ALARM: This is a red status display light which provides the alarm status for the system. When lit, one or more alarms have been activated. When not lit, no
alarms are active in the system. The various alarms are discussed in chapter
seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem.
June 1992
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~AVITYJ)RIVEADJTJSTMEN'E
The cavity drive adjustment control provides a direct
adjustment to the drive level of the RF cavity. The value is scaled to reflect
the actual voltage of the cavity drive signal. The cavity drive adjustment is
used to determine the value of the open-loop drive on the I and Q Controller
Modules (OLDRV1a and O L D W d , as seen in the following equations:
OLDRVOUIRV-

cDA sin(CDP)
CDSF
=cDA sin(CDP)
CDSF

=

Where CDA is the cavity drive adjustment, CDSF is the cavity drive scale
factor, and CDP is the cavity drive phase.
There is no gain-scheduling required for cavity conditioning. The remaining
field control parameters should remain unchanged from their original values (as taken from the field control configuration file).

CAVITYAMPL-E
RJUDBAm The cavity amplitude readback display contains
the amplitude of the cavity RF field as detected by the control system. The
value in this field is scaled to reflect the actual cavity field voltage, and appears in a box to the left-of a vertical bar graph.
The bar graph displays the relative values of the current field amplitude, the
minimum warning level, and the minimum alarm level. The graph also

contains their numerical values: The red-to-yellow (upper) transition point
is labelled with the value of the alarm Iimit in the alarm & limit configuration file. The yellow-to-green (lower) transition point is labelled with the
value of the warning limit in the alarm & limit configuration file.

To determine the value of the cavityamplitude readback (ARB) the software
uses the following equation:

Where FLll I is the in-phase component of the RF field, FLD Q is the
quadrature component of the RF field, SFI isthe scalefactor of the in-phase
component of the RF field, and SFQ is the scale factor of the quadrature
component of the RF field.

RF TIMING DELAY:The RF timing delay is used to adjust the time-position of the
cavity RF field in the FtF cycle. Since the precursory trigger (TO) indicates
the beginning of an RF cycle, the RF timing delay is defined as the length of
time between the leading edge of TO and the leading edge of the RF gate.
The timing circuitry uses a 5 MHz clock, so is limited to a 200 11s resolution.
Thusthe number of clock cycles in the delayperiod is determined asfollows:

Where RFGD is the RF gate delay.
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The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LLRF output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity,and for how long. The delays
of all other timing pulses are derived from the RF gate delay. Consequently,
as the RFGD is adjusted, all other timing signals track the change. This is
explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing setup.
RF TIMING WIDTB: The RF timing width is used to adjust the length of time that the
RF field exists in the cavity. This is done by altering the width of the RF gate
pulse, which is displayed as the RF timing width. The timing circuitry uses a
5 M H z clock, so is limited to a 200 ns resolution. The number of clock cycles
that pass while the RF gate is active is determined as follows:

Where RFGW is the RF gate width.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LLRF output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The widths
of all dependent-type timing pulses are derived from the width of the RF
gate. Consequently, as RFGW is: adjusted, all dependent pulses track the
change. This is explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing
setup.
F0RWARDDRIVEPOWER:Theforward~vepower
statusdisplaycontainsthevalue of the voltage magnitude at which the cavityis currentlybeing driven. The
value is taken from a readback of the klystron amplifier output. It is displayed numerically, and is scaled to reflect the actual voltage level of the
forward power signal.
The forward drive power (FWDP) is determined from the following equation:
I;RrDP = (REaA)7*RASF

Where REFL A is the reflectometer ‘a’ signal, and RASF is the reflectometer ‘a’ scale factor.
REVERSEDRIVE POWER:The reverse drive power stat& display containsthe value
of the voltage magnitude at which drive power is being reflected from the
cavity. It is displayed numerically9and is scaled to reflect the actual voltage
level of the reflected power signal.
The reverse drive power (RVSP)is determined from the following equation:
Where REFL B is the reflectometer ‘b’ signal, and RBSF is the reflectometer ‘b’ scale factor.
DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH k The diagnosticmonitor channel 1control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel one of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection isprovided via apull-down menu listing all appliJune 1992
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cable signals. When a new diagnostic signal is selected, the sofhvarefirst disables whatever signal was previously drivingbus channel 1,then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. A M of the available diagnostic signalsis
found in section 5.1.

DLAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH 2: The diagnosticmonitor channel 2 control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel two of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection isprovided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnostic signalis selected, the software first disables whatever signalwas previously driving bus channel 2, then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. Alist ofthe available diagnostic signalsis
found in section 5.1.

CALIBRATE REF'LEnOMETER. When this button is pressed, the calibrate reflectometer panel is opened and displayed on the screen. The panel contains all
control and monitor fields necess5LIy to perform the calibration procedure.
REFLECTOMETER DATA A: This numeric display shows the value of the reflectometer 'a' data channel, as stored in the REFL A register on the Envelope Detector Module.
REFLEtXOMETER DATA B This numeric display shows the value of the reflectometer 'b' data channel, as stored in the REF% B register on the EnveZope Detector Module.
REFLEC.COMETERDATAA+B Thisnumericdisplay shows the value of the reflectometer 'a b' data channel, as stored in the REFL A+ B register on the
Envelope Detector Module.

+

lWF'LE(X0METER DATA A+ j B Thisnumeric display showsthe value of the reflectometer 'a+jb' data channel, as stored in the REFL A+ JBregister on the
Envelope Detector Module.
ROTATION ANGLE This control field contains the user-defined rotation angle that is
used in calculating the reflection coefficient and Smith chart plot. The rotation angle is stored in the resonance detection configuration file.
REF'LECIION COEFFICIENT:This numeric display contains the value of the computed complex reflection coefficient as an instantaneous reading of its current value. The coefficient is calculated with a vector error correction algorithm using the values in registers REFL A, REF% B,REFL A+B, and
REFL A+ JB(located on the Envelope Detector Module).

Additionally, the reflection coefficientdata is displayed on a Smith chart.
The chart illustrates the complex reflection coefficient points plotted in
polar coordinates, with the standard Smith chart admittance curves superimposed upon it. An ongoing history of 25 points is displayed on the panel
as the system continuously updates the reflection coefficient measurement.

The normalized load admittance for the RF cavity can be observed directly
from this plot. A vector error correction algorithm is used to calculate the
complex reflection coefficient from the Envelope Detector Module registers:
REFL A, REFL B,REFL A+B, and REFL A+ jB.

REFRESH CHART: When the refresh chart button is pressed, the Smith chart is
cleared of all previous data points. Thisis useful in preventing the chart from
becoming cluttered with outdated data.
EXIT: When the exit button is pressed, the resonance detection setup panel is closed
and replaced with the control system setup modes panel. The operator is
prompted to choose one of the following exit functions:save, load, return, or
exit. (See section 1.8.6.) Note that when the operator leaves this panel, the
current machine stateremains active until another mode of operationsis entered or the shutdown function is selected.

3.4 Calibrate Reflectometer Panel

The calibrate reflectometer panel, illustrated in figure 3-3, provides the controls
necessary to perform the reflectometer assembly calibration procedure. Much of the
calibration functions are automated and run in the background, transparent to the
user.
The calibrate reflectometer panel is brought up with a button on the resonance
detection setup panel. When the calibrate reflectometerpanel is entered, the configuration and state of the resonance control setup mode remain intact. This is because
the resonance control setup panel remains active in the background. However, a single
change in the system state may occw if the LLRF output is enabled when this panel
is entered, it will be automatically disabled.
Note that the calibration process includes many automated functions which take a
great deal of time and require operating the RF cavity. The calibration data will
remain valid until alterationsare made to the accelerator hardware. Therefore, once
the cavity has been properly calibrated it should not be calibrated again unless
hardware changes are made.
The following information provides the definitions of each control and data display
on the calibrate reflectometer panel:

BEGIN CALIBRATION When the begin calibration button is pressed, the reflectometer calibration process is initiated. A file is opened to provide a place to
store the calibration data generated by the processes on this panel.
READ STANDARD: When the read standard button is pressed, the current set of data
for the existing calibration standard is entered into the data table. The reflectometer calibration process must have been started (with the begin calibration button) in order to use the read standard button.
June 1992
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Figure 3-3. Calibrate reflectometer panel.
The data set is collected with the following procedure: The LLRF output

is enabled by setting the RF gate enable bit on the Upconverter Module to
high. With the RF enabled, the reflectometer data channels (A, B, A+B,
and A+jB) are read from the Envelope Detector Module, entered into the
data table, and displayed upon the screen. Finally, once the data is read, the

LLRF output is disabled by clearing the RF gate enable bit on the Vpconverter Module.
During the period for which the RF gate enable bit is high,the yellow LLRF
active light is Iit to warn the user that the system is generating output. Each
time a set of data is entered into the data table, the number of standards
entered is incremented. When the number of data sets in the table surpasses
a minimum number required for calculating the reflection coefficient (typically Six), the minimum number of standards measured indicator changes
from red to green. The reflectometer calibration process is terminated by
selecting the end calibration button.

REMEASURE STANDARD: When the remeasure standard button is activated, the
last set of data that was entered into the data table is deleted, and replaced
with a new (remeasured) set. This provides the means to replace erroneous
data. The reflectometer calibration process must have been started (with the
begin calibration button) in order to use the remeasure standard button.
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The data is collected as it is with the read standard button: The LLRF output
is enabled by setting the RF gate enable bit on the Upconverter Module to
high. Wxth the RF enabled, the reflectometer data channels (A, B, A+B,
and A+jB) are read from the Envelope Detector Module, entered into the
data table, and displayed upon the screen. Finally, once the data is read, the
LT3ZF output is disabled by clearing the RF gate enable bit on the Upconverter Module.
During the period for which the RF gate enable bit is high, the yellow ILRF
active light is lit to inform the user that the system is generating output. The
number of standards entered is not incremented because this new data
replaces old data. It does not actually add to the data file.

END CALIBRATION:When the end calibration button is pressed, the reflectometer
calibration process is stopped. This causes the constants used for computing
the measured reflection coefficient to be calculated from the data in the
table that was just created (containing the measurements for the calibration
standards). These constantsprovide a calibrated description of the hardware
which is used for all modes of operation. Consequently, the data is saved as
the global reflectometer calibration file. In addition,the measurement error
and reflection coefficient are generated and displayed in their respective
data display fields when the button is pushed.
RECALCULATE CONSTANTS:When the recalculate constants button is pushed, the
constantsused for computing the reflection coefficient are recalculated. It is
done Using the data from a completed calibration process with a new set of
weighting factors for the standards. When completed, the new set of constants is saved as the global reflectometer calibration file. In addition, the
button causes the measurement error and reflection coefficient to be generated and displayed in their respective data display fields when the button is
pushed.

REF’LE(X0METER DATA A: This is a numeric display showing the value of the reflectometer ‘a’ data channel, as stored in the REFL A register on the Envelope Detector Module. It is entered into the currently active data table when
the read standard button is pushed. The data displayed here is updated
whenever the remeasure standard button is pushed.

REELECTOME’ER DATA B This is a numeric display showing the value of the reflectometer ‘b’ data channel, as stored in the REFL B register on the Envelope Detector Module. It is entered into the currently active data table when
the read standard button is pushed. The data displayed here is updated
whenever the remeasure standard button is pushed.
REFLE(X0MEl’ER DATA A+B: This is a numeric display showing the value of the
reflectometer ‘a+ b’ data channel, as stored in the REFL A+B register on
the Envelope Detector Module. It is entered into the currently active data
table when the read standard button is pushed. The data displayed here is
updated whenever the remeasure standard button is pushed.
June 7992
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REFLEnOMETER DATA A jB: This is a numeric display showing the value of the
reflectometer'a+ jb' data channel, as stored in the REFLA+ jB register on
the EnveZope Detector Module. It is entered into the currently active data
table when the read standard button is pushed. The data displayed here is
updated whenever the remeasure standard button is pushed.
MEASURED REEECTION COEFFICIENT:The measured reflection coefficient
display contains the value of the complex reflection coefficient that was
measured by the system for the selected standard.

STANDARDMEASURED DIFFERENCE:This is a numerical display showing the
difference between two complex reflection coefficients: that defined for the
selected standard, and that computed for the currentvalues h the reflectometer registers the Envelope Detector Module. It provides a measure of the
precision of the complex reflection coefficient calculation operating on a
known standard.
NUMBER OF STANDARDS ENTERED: The number of standards entered is incremented each time a set of data is entered into the data table with the read
staxidard button during the reflectometer calibration procedure. This allows
the operator to keep track of how far along the dibration procedure is.

MINIMUM NUMBER OF STANDARDS MEASURED: This is a cautionary light that
indicateswhether or not the number of data sets that have been entered into
the data table is less than the minimum required for an accurate calculation
of the reflection coefficient. The light is red until the minimum number has
been reached, at which time it turns green.
ERROR (E): Once the reflectometercalibration process has been completed, the measurement error associated with the computed calibration constant is calculated and displayed in the error field. If the current calibration constants result in an error that is not zero, the weighting factors for the standardscan be
adjusted, then used to recalculate the calibration constants. With patience,
the error can be reduced to zero. The error value is updated when either the
end calibration button or the recalculate constants button is selected.

MODIFY STANDARDS TABLE When the modify standards table button is pushed,
the display used to review and modify'the values in the standards table is
opened.
STANDARD TYPE: The standard type control displays the type of standard, selected
by the user, that is being used in the calibration procedure.
STANDARD REFLEaON COEFFICIENT: This is a numerical display containing
the value of the complex reflection coefficient that is contained in the standards table for the currently active standard type. The display is updated
whenever the selected standard is altered.

LLRF ACIIVE: This yellow (cautionary) light is lit whenever the low-level control system is generating its LLRF output. It has been included to make the user
aware ofthe RF generation.
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CAVIlYDRIVEADJUSTMEN'EThe cavity drive adjustment control provides a direct
adjustment to the drive level of the RF cavity. The value is scaled to reflect
the actual voltage of the cavity drive signal. The cavity drive adjustment is
used to determine the value of the open-loop drive on the I and Q Controler
Modules ( O L D R V I ~and OIDRVQCM),as seen in the following equations:

cDA sin(CDP)
CDSF
OLDRVbO, = cDA sin(CDP)
CDSF
OLDRvtcy

Where CDA ,A the cavity drive adjustment, CDSF is the cawy drive scale
factor, and CDP is the cavity drive phase.There is no gain-scheduling required for cavity conditioning. The remaining field control parameters
should remain unchanged from their original values (astaken from the field
control configuration file).
When the exit button is pressed, the calibrate reflectometer panel is closed and
replaced with the resonance detection setup panel. The operator is
prompted to choose one of the following exit functions: save, return, or exit.
(See section 1.8.6.) The save option stores the current operational state to
the hardware definition folder.
3.5 Calibration Standards Panel

The calibration standards panel, illustrated in figure 3-4, provides the user with
individual adjustment functions for each of the calibration standard types. Much of
this process is automated and runs in the background, transparent to the user.
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Figure 34. Calibration standards panel.
The calibration standardspanel is accessed through the dibrate reflectometerpanel.
Upon entering the calibration standardspanel, the current configuration and state of
the reflectometer remain intact. This is because the resonance detection setup panel
remains active in the background. However, a single change in the system state may
occur as the U R F output is automatically disabled upon entering this panel.
The following information provides the definitions of each control and data display
on the calibration standards:
CALIBRATION STANDARD TYPE The calibration standard type names are inactive
fields that cannot be changed without modifying the actual LabVIEW@programming. They comprise the list of calibration standards that currently exist, and will likely remain unchanged. The name boxes become darkly
shaded when a standard has been measured for the corresponding standard
type in the calibrate reflectometer panel.
REF'LECIlON COEFFICIENT (REAL & IMAGINARY): The reflection coefficient
values are the complex values for each of the hardware calibration standards, as measured with a network analyzer.
WEIGHTING FACTOk If the calibration constantsresult in a calibration error that is
not zero, the weighting factors for the standards can be adjusted. The adjusted weighting factors are used in calculating the calibration constants.

With patience, the error can be reduced to zero. The weighting factors all
default to ‘one.’In addition, the small controls at the right of the panel allow

the values to be scrolled through.
EXIT:When the exit button is pressed, the display of the calibration standards panel is
closed. The reflectometer calibration panel then becomes the active panel.
The operator isprompted to choose one of the following exit functions: save,
return, or exit. (See section 1.8.6.) The save option stores the current standards table to the hardware definition folder.
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4. FIELD CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
4.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the LabVIEW@control panels that are used to control the
phase and magnitude of the RF field in the accelerator cavity. This set of panels
includes controls used to alter the adaptive feedforward settings as well as the phase
and amplitude values. These panels are in the control hierarchy under the control
system setup modes panel. Illustrations of the panels are provided along with infomation on how they operate, and what function each control provides.
The amplitude and phase of the RF field must be controlled precisely in order to
confine and accelerate a charged particle beam. The cavity field control subsystem is
designed to regulate the field in the RF cavity, maintaining it at user-defined amplitude and phase setpoints. To do this properly the subsystem must filter out noise and
disturbances, and maintain operational stability over changes in the electrical structure of the plant. This control is provided by resolving the amplitude and phase
quantities into in-phase and quadrature (UQ) variables, and using these as control
variables for the two-input/two-output control system.
The following panels are covered in this chapter:
The field control status panel provides a complete set of status
information on the field control subsystem.
The field control setup panel contains the control and monitor
points allowing the setup of the closed-loop cavity field control
subsystem.
The gain schedule identificationpanel aids the gain schedule identification process. This enables the automated adjustment of the field
control parameters,
The gain schedule data table panel displays the interpolation data
table for the gain scheduling file specified by the user. This allows
the entire set of data to be examined simultaneously.
The adaptive feedforward panel has the control and monitor points
allowing for the adjustment and control of the adaptive feedforward
algorithm.
4.2 Field Control Status

The field control statuspanel contains a complete set of status information on the field
control subsystem. (See figure 4-1.) The panel is accessed from the status panel, and
appears in its place at the top of the screen. The display shows the current status of
all data channels in the field control subsystem, grouped according to the modules on
which the data channels are located. Specifically, the panel provides the following:
TRRESH 1: The threshold 1 data display shows the data currently residing in the
THLD 1register on the Ector Detector Module. The three threshold registers provide the RF cavity field amplitudes at which the W output
changes states.

Field Control

- ICONTROLLER

ADAPTIVE FEEDFWD

Q CONTROLLER

VECTOR MODULATOR

L0oFf-J

DISTMJBANCE
ON

Off

I
~

Figure 4-1. Field control status panel.

THRESH 2:The threshold 2 data display shows the data currently residing in the
THLD 2 register on the Kctor Detector Module. The three threshold registers provide the RF cavity field amplitudes at which the LLRF output
changes states.
THRESH 3: The threshold 3 data display shows the data currently residing in the
THLD 3 register on the Kctor Detector Module. The three threshold registers provide the RF cavity field amplitudes at .which the LLRF output
changes states.
Ell) COS The field cosine display contains the cosine of the field loop phase rotation
angle, as contained in the field cosine register on the Kctor Modulator Module. This rotation angle is the amount by which the field signal must be rotated to maintain phase synchronization with the RF reference signal.
FLD SIN: The field sine display contains the sine of the field loop phase rotation
angle, as contained in the field sine register on the KctorModulator Module.
This rotation angle is the amount by which the field signal must be rotated to
maintain phase synchronization with the RF reference signal.
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DRV cos: m e drive cosine display contains the Cosine of the drive loop Phase rotation angle, as contained in the drive cosine register on the &tor Modularor
Module. This rotation angle is the amount by which the drive signal must be
rotated to maintain phase synchronization with the IW reference signal.

DRV SIN: The drive sine display contains the sine of the drive loop phase rotation
angle, as containedin the drive sine register on the KcturModulatorModule.
This rotation angle is the amount by which the drive signal must be rotated
to maintain phase synchronization with the RF reference Signal.
SCALE F a The two scale factor data displays contain the scale factorsresiding in
the field control configuration file. They are used in conversions between
the control outputs (CTLIand CTL Q) and the actual cavityfield drive levels. When the LLRF system is operatingin a closed-loop mode the scale factors displayed reflect the setpoint scale factors,and when operating in an
open-loop mode the scale factors reflect the open-loop scale factors.
SETPOINT:The two setpoint data displays contain the values in the setpointregisters
residing in the I and Q Controller Modules. The closed-loop control system
maintains the cavity field at the setpoints.
PROP GAIN:The two proportional-gaindata displays contain the values in the proportional gain registers that reside in the I and Q Controller Modules. At
present, these registers are calculated as a single value and, consequently,
should be identical.
IN"GAIN:The two integral gain data displays contain the values in the integral gain
registers that reside in the I and Q controller Modules. At present, these data
channels are calculated as a single value and, consequently, should be identical.
DIFF GAIN:The two differential gain data displays contain the values in the differential gain registers that reside in the I and Q ControllerModules. At present,
these data channels are calculated as a single value and, consequently,
should be identical.
DRIVE 0: The two drive 0 displaysshow the values in the drive 0 registers, which reside
in the I and Q ControZlerModules. The three drive registers contain the val- .
ues used to drive the cavity during the cavity chargingperiod of an RF cycle.
DRIVE 1: The two drive 1displays showthe values in the drive 1 registers, which reside
in the I and Q Controller Modules. The three drive registers contain the values used to drive the cavity during the cavity charging period of an RF cycle.
DRIVE2: The two drive 2 displaysshow the values in the drive 2 registers, which reside
in the I and Q Controller Modules. The three drive registers contain the values used to drive the cavity during the cavity charging period of an RF cycle.
INITIAL DRIVE:The two initial drive data displays show the values in the initial drive
registers residing in the I and Q Controller Modules.
OL DRNE: The two open-loop drive displays show the values in the two open-loop
drive registers residing in the I and Q ControlZer Module.
4-3
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LOOP These two status displays show the status of the open/closed loop data bits residing in the I and Q Controller Modules. If the bit on a module is high the
display for that module reads ‘closed,’ and if the bit is low the display for that
module reads ‘open.’
I FFWD GAM: This data display showsthe value of the in-phase feedforward gain register residing in theAdaptive Feedforward Module. The figure is given in percentage and can vary from -100% to + 100%.
I ADVANCE: This data display shows the value of the in-phase advance register residing in thehkplive Feedforward Module. Values can vary from 0 11s to
25 500 11s in increments of 100 11s.
I PRESETLEVEL: This data display shows the value of the preset voltage loaded in
the in-phase preset level register of Adaphe Feedfonvard Module. Values
can vary from +10 V to -10 V
Q FFWD GAIN:This data display shows the value of the quadrature feedforward gain
register residing in theA&plive Feedforward Module. The figure is given in
percentage and can vary from -100% to + 100%.
Q ADVANCE: This data display shows the value of the quadrature advance register
residing in the Adaptive Fedfoward Module. Wues can vary from 0 ns to
25 500 11s in increments of 100 11s.
Q PRESETLEVEL: This data display shows the value of the preset voltage loaded in
the quadraturepreset level register ofAdaptive FeedforwardModule. Values
can vary from +10 V to -10 V.
FEEDFWD:This display provides the status of the feedforward enable data bit in the
Adaptive Feedfonvard Module. If the bit is high the display reads ‘on,’ and if
the bit is low the display reads ‘off.’
LLRFi Thisdisplayprovides the statusof the RF enable data bit residing on the Upconverter Module. If the bit is high, the display reads ‘enabled,’ and if the bit is
low, the display reads ‘off.’
EXIT: When the exit button is pressed, the field control status panel is closed and replaced with the status panel, which is covered in section 2.4.

43 Field Control Setup Panel
The field control setup panel, illustrated in figure 4-2, provides the operator with the
ability to control and monitor the setup of the cavity field control subsystem. Much
of the setup operations are automated and run in the background, transparent to the
user.
The field control setup panel is entered from the control system setup modes panel.
Upon entering the panel, several configuration files are automaticallyloaded into the
control software. First,the resonance detection, field control, diagnostic monitor,
timing, and alarm & limit configuration files are loaded. They provide the hardware
configuration data which is needed to define the normal mode of operation. Next, the
global files for the reflectometer calibration, gain schedule, and diagnostic signal list
June 1992
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are also loaded. This is done to provide the hardware-specific setup data common to
all modes of operation. Finally, the operator is asked if the default file for the field
control setup mode will be used. If it is not, the user is asked to provide the name of
the file that will be used. The data in this file is displayed on, and is adjustable from,
the field control setup panel.

LLRF

-B

WARNING ALARM ' -I

RFTIMING '
7

RESONANCE CONDITION

READBACK
I u.v
nn i o
I

I

U

Figure 4-2. Field control setup panel.

The remainder of this section is dedicated to describingthecontrol and monitor points
on the field control setup panel. Generally, the control descriptions are listed as the
controls appear on the panel, from the upper-left to the lower-right. Where the
controls are grouped, each control in the group is discussed before proceeding on to
the next group.
LLRF ENABLElDISABLEThis switch allows the operator to enable and disable the
LLRF output. When in the disabled position, the LLRF output will not be
allowed to leave the LLRF control rack. When in the enabled position, the
LLFW control system will provide the LLRF output signal to the HPW control rack if all other conditions are satisfied (Le. the fast-protection signal
has not been triggered, the RF gate timing pulse is active, etc.). When en-

abled, the RF gate enable bit is set high on the Upconverter Module, and
when disabled this bit is cleared low. In other words, the switch reflects and
controls the status ofthe RF gate enable bit. Note that when an alarm occurs,the switch will be moved to the ‘disable’ state automaticallyby the software.
LLRF OFF:When thisbutton ispressed, the LJURF output is tied to ground, effectively
disabling the output to the HPRF control rack. As with the L;LRF disable
switch, this button clears the RF gate enable bit on the Upconverter Module,
forcing it low to prevent any output signal.
WARMNG This is a yellow status display light which provides the warning status for
the system. When lit, one or more warnings have been activated. When not
lit, no warnings are active in the system. The various warnings are discussed
in chapter seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem.
ALARM: This is a red status display light which provides the alarm status for the sys-

tem. When lit, one or more alarms have been activated. When not lit, no
alarms are active in the system. The various alarms are discussed in chapter
seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem.

CAVITY AMPLITUDE SETPOIN’R The cavity amplitude setpoint control provides
the method of adjusting the magnitude of the cavity RF field. The control
system uses a PID-based feedback algorithm to maintain the amplitude of
the Cavity RF field at the value ofthe cavity amplitude setpoint. The value
residing in this field is scaled to reflect the actual cavity field voltage.
Since the control system performs its operations on the in-phase and quadrature components of the system signals, the setpoints must also be divided
into in-phase and quadrature components (SETPOJNTI~and SETPOINT-).
To do this the following equations are used:
SEIjpoINTtcy

=

ms(PSfl
ASPSF

Where ASP is the cavity amplitude setpoint, ASPSF is the cavity amplitude
setpoint scale factor, and PSP is the cavity phase setpoint.

In the gain-scheduling algorithm, the ASP provides the key parameter fiom
which all other data parameters are derived. Because of this,the interpolation algorithms must re-evaluate the other parameters each time the ASP
is altered. This is explained further in section 4.4, covering the creation of
the gain schedule table.

CAWIYAMPLITUDEREADBACK: The cavity amplitude readback display contains
the amplitude of the cavity RF field as detected by the control system. The
value in thisfield is scaled to reflect the actuai cavity field voltage, and a p
pears in a box to the left of a vertical bar graph.
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The bar graph displays the relative values of the current field amplitude, the
minimum warning level, and the minimum alarm level. The graph also
contains their numerical values: The red-to-yellow (upper) transition point
is labelled with the value of the alarm limit in the alarm & limit configuration file. The yellow-tbgreen (lower) transition point is IabeIled with the
value of the warning limit in the alarm & limit configuration file.
To detenninethe value of the cavity amplitude readback (ARB) the sofrware
uses the following equation:
ARB

-

J ( E W I * S m+ (FDQ'SFQY

Where FLD I is the in-phase component of the RF field, FLD Q is the
quadraturecomponent of the RF field, SFIis the scale factor of the in-phase
component of the RF field, and SFQ is the Scale factor of the quadrature
component of the RF field.
CAVITY PHASE SETPOMT: The phase setpoint control provides a method for adjusting the phase of the cavityRF field.The control system uses a PID-based
feedback algorithm to maintain the cavity phase at its setpoint value.
Since the control system performs its operations on the in-phase and quadrature components of the system signals, the setpoints must also be divided
into in-phase and quadrature components (SETPOINTI~and SETPOINTQC,). To do this the following equations are used

s m o m =~cos(PSP)
ASPSF
SETPOM-

Sin(PSP)
ASPSF

* Asp

Where ASP is the cavity amplitude setpoint, ASPSF is the cavity amplitude
setpoint scale factor, and PSP is the cavity phase setpoint.
CAVITY PHASE READBACK: The readback display of the cavity phase contains the
phase (in degrees) of the cavity RF field. It appears as a vector in a circle,
giving an approximate visual representation of the phase. The O'B60' position is along the positive x-axis, or horizontally to the right. Its numerical
value (in degrees) appears beneath the circle. The value of the phase readback (PRB) is determined from the following equation:

Where FL3)I is the in-phase component of the RF field, and FllD Q is the
quadrature component of the RF field.
RF TIMING DEUX The RF timing delay is used to adjust the time-position of the
cavity RF field in the RF cycle. Since the precursory trigger (TO) indicates
the beginning of an RF cycle, the RF timing delay is defined as the length of
time between the leading edge of TO and the leading edge of the RF gate.
The timing CircuitIyuses a 5 MHz clock, so is limited to a 200 ns resolution.
Thusthe number of clock cycles in the delayperiod is determined as follows:
4-7
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delaycycles

RFGD
2mZv
.

Where RFGD is the RF gate delay.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LLRF output drive Signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The delays
of all other timing pulses are derived from the RF gate delay. Consequently,
as the RFGD is adjusted, all other timing signals track the change. This is
explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing setup.
RFTIMING WIDTH:The RF timing width is used to adjust the length of time that the
RF field exists in the cavity. Thisis done by altering the width of the RF gate
pulse, which is displayed as the RF timing width. The timing circuitry uses a
5 MHz clock, so is Iimited to a200 11sresolution. The number of clock cycles
that pass while the RF gate is active is determined as follows:

Where RFGW is the RF gate width.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LLRF output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The widths
of all dependent-type timing pulses are derived from the width of the RF
gate. Consequently, as RFGW is adjusted, all dependent pulses track the
change. This is explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing
setup.
FORWARD DRIVE POWER:The forward drive power status display containsthe value of the voltage magnitude at which the cavityis currentlybeing driven. The
value is taken from a readback of the klystron amplifier output. It is displayed numerically, and is scaled to reflect the actual voltage level of the
forward power signal.
The fonvard drive power (FWDP) is determined from the following equation:
IWDP = (REFZA)Z*RASF

Where REFL A is the reflectometer ‘a’ signal, and RASF is the reflectometer ‘a’ scale factor.
REVERSE DRIVE POWER The reverse drive power status display containsthe value
of the voltage magnitude at which drive power is being reflected from the
cavity. It is displayed numerically, and is scaled to reflect the actual voltage
level of the reflected power signal.
The reverse drive power (RVSP) is determined from the following equation:
RVSP (REFLBY’RBSF

-

Where REFL B is the reflectometer ‘b’ signal, and RBSF is the reflectometer ‘b’ Scale factor.
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DIAGNOSTICMONITOR CH 1: The diagnostic monitor channel 1 control allows the
selection ofwhich diagnostic signal is to drive channel one of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnostic signal is selected, the softwarefirst disables whatever signal w8s previously driving bus channel 1,then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. A Iist of the available diagnostic signalsis
found in section 5.1.
DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH 2:The diagnostic monitor channel 2 control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel two of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnostic signalis selected, the softwarefirst disables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 2, then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. A list of the available diagnostic signalsis
found in section 5.1.
RESONANCE CONDITION:The resonance condition display provides a graphical
representation of the resonance condition of the RF cavity, using a marker
on a scale. An instantaneous reading, in the form of a complex coefficient, is
taken of the resonance frequency error. The imaginarypart of the reading is
isolated, and used as the basis for positioning the marker. The complex reflection coefficient is calculated from the REFL A, REFL B REFL A+B,
and REFL A+ JBregisters on the Envdope Detector Module.
LOOP CLOSEDIOPEN:The loop closed/open switch controls the feedback status of
the field control subsystem: specifyingeither a closed-loop or an open-loop
configuration. When in open-loop mode, the subsystem disregards all feedback information and provides a constant LLRF output signal based on the
OLDRV registers in the I and Q Controller Modules. When in the
closed-loop position, the subsystem uses feedback to regulate the cavity
field more accurately.
OPEN/CLOSED LOOP SCALE FACI'OR The openklosed loop scale factor allows
the operator to adjust the scale factor being used by the control system. The
scale factors provide the numeric constantsfor conversion between the control output and the actual value of the ILRF output signal.
DISTURBANCE OFF/ON:The disturbance on/off switch enablesand disables the disturbance input. (Disturbances are used to evaluate the performance of the
closed-loop control over the cavity RF field.) When in the 'on' position, the
disturbance timing pulses in the I and Q ControZZerModules are used as they
appear in the timing configuration file. When in the 'off position these timing pulses are disabled, and will remain low.
IDENTIFY GATN SCHEDULE When this button is pressed, the gain schedule identification panel is opened. It provides the means of entering the data for c10sed-loop gain scheduling. Using the gain scheduling algorithm, the control
parameters can be calculated for any given operating setpoint, resulting in a
look-up table of control parameters. See section 4.4.
4-9
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SE"LJPADAFTM3FEEDFORWARD:When this button ispressed, the adaptive feedforward panel is opened. It provides the means of adjusting, resetting, and
enabling the functions of the Adaptive Feedforward Module.

EXIT: When the exit button is pressed, the field control setup panel is closed and replaced with the control system setupmodes panel. The operator is prompted
to choose one of the following exit functions: save, load, return, or exit. (See
section 1.8.6.) Note that when the operator leavesthis panel, the current machine state remains active until another mode of operations is entered or the
shutdown function is selected.
4.4 Gain Schedule Identirrcation Panel

The gain schedule identification panel, illustrated in figure 4-3, provides the controls
needed in generating the gain schedule table. Much of the operations are automated
and run in the background, transparent to the user.

GAINS ASSOCIATED Wrm SET POINT:

c

DIAGN(
MONl

I
LLRF

PROPORTlONAL GAIN
INTEGRAL GAIN
DERIVATIVE GAIN
DRIVE 0 MAGNITUDE
DRNEOPHASE
DRlVE 1 MAGNITUDE
DRIVE 1 PHASE
DRIVE 2 MAGNITUDE
DRIVE 2 PHASE
INITIAL DRIVE MAGNITUDE
INITIAL DRIVE PHASE
THRESHOLD 1
THRESHOLD 2
THRESHOLD 3
LOOP PHASE OFFSET

Figure 4-3. Gain schedule identification panel.
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The gain schedule identification panel is entered through the field control setup panel.
Upon entering the gain schedule identification panel, the current configuration and
state for the field control setup mode remain intact, as the field control setup panel
remains active in the background. A single change in the software occurs when the
panel is opened the gain-schedhling algorhns for closed-loop operation are disabled automatically. This allows the field control parameters to be manually adjusted,
and used to set up the interpolation table for gain-scheduling.
The control and monitor points on the gain schedule identification panel are defined
and used as follows:
AMPLITUDESEXPOINEThe amplitude setpoint adjusts the magnitude of the cavity
RF field. The setpoint value is valid for both open-loop and closed-loop
u;RF output signals. In either case, the field control subsystem will maintain the cavity RF field at the setpoint value.
The gain-scheduling algorithms are disabled while the gain schedule identification panel is active. Consequently, the field control parameters are not
affected by changes in the amplitude setpoint. The changes will occur only
when this panel is exited.
The in-phase and quadrature open-loop drive levels (OIJIRVI~and
O m R V m ) , are computed with the following equations:
ASP
OLDRVjol= -ws(PSP)
OLSF
OLDRV-

--

Asp sin(PSP)
OLSF

Where ASP is the amplitude setpoint, PSP is the cavity field phase set point,
and OLSF is the open-loop scale factor.
Similarly, the closed-loop setpoints are determined by the following equati0nS:

ASP
ASPSF
-sin(PSP)
ASPSF

SETPOW,& =
SETPOrn-

Where ASP is again the amplitude setpoint, ASPSFis the amplitude setpoint
scale factor, and PSP is the cavity field phase setpoint.
The gain scheduling algorithm automatically calculates the control parameters for any amplitude setpoint. A look-up table of control parameters used
in the interpolation algorithm can be created by the operator. Additionally,
each value can be determined empirically, and entered into the gain table.
Once data values have been entered for each ASP over the operating range,
the data table is saved to a file.
The data table must be determined as a part of the original system installation process. But unless the hardware changes significantly, the table need
not be recalculated.
4-1 1
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PROPORTIONAL GAM: The proportional gain adjustment field contains the value
ofthe control loop proportional gain (as stored in registers on the I and Q
controler Modules).The value is a percentage, defining what fraction of the
output fromthe proportional gain circuit will be incorporated into the cavity
drive signal.
INTEGRALGAIN: The integral gain adjustment field containsthe value of the control
loop integral gain (as stored in registers on the I and Q ControllerModules).
The value is a percentage, defining what fraction of the output from the integral gain circuit will be incorporated into the cavity drive Signal.

DERIVATIVE GAIN: The derivative gain adjustment field contains the value of the
control loop derivative gain (as stored in registers on the I and Q COntroZZer
.
Modules). The value is a percentage, defining what fraction of the output
€tornthe derivative gain circuitwill be incorporated into the cavity drive signal.

DRIVE 0 MAGNlTUDE The drive 0 magnitude is the magnitude (in volts) of the initial LLRF output signal, used during the cavity chargingprocess. During this
process, it is typically desirable to apply an initial overdrive to the cavity.
This helps to attain the shortestpossible rise-time of the cavity field, providing a quick transition through the region where multipacting occurs. The
drive 0 magnitudes are calculated with the following equations:
Wr,= DOMAG COS(PSP+ DOPHS)
WMAGsin(PSP + DOPHS)

00,

Where D&m and DO- are the individualI and Q controller Module drive
0 outputs, DOMAG is the drive 0 magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
DOPHS is the drive 0 phase.
DRIVE 0 PHASE The drive 0 phase is the phase (in degrees) of the initial ILRF output signal, used during the cavity charging process. Due to phase variations
in the klystron amplifier, the RF phase is usually different during this drive
period than it is during closed-loop operations. The drive 0 phases are calculated with the following equations:
0 0 ~DOMAGCOS(PSP
~
+ DOPHS)
DQDOjUAGSin(PSP + DOPHS)
15

Where DOI, and DO- are the individual I and Q controllerModde drive
0 outputs, DOMAG is the drive 0 magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
DOPHS is the drive 0 phase.
DRIVE 1 MAGNlTUDE The drive 1magnitude is the magnitude (in volts) of the initial LLXF output signal, used during the cavity charging process. Quite often, the cavity charging may work best when this value is close to zero. The
drive 1magnitudes are calculated with the following equations:
DlD~MAGws(PSP+ DlPHS)
D b = DlMAGsin(PSP + DlPHS)
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Where D l ~ m
and D l o m are the individual I and Q ControllerModule drive
1outputs, DOMAG is the drive 1magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint. and
DOPHS is the drive 1phase.
DRNE 1 PHASE The drive 1phase is the phase (in degrees) of the initial LLRJ? output signal, used during the cavity charging process. Due to phase variations
in the klystron mplifier, the RF phase is usually different during this drive
period than it is during closed-loop opeqtions. The drive 1phases are calculated from the following equations:
D l I a = DlMAGcos(PSP + DIPhT)
D b c y DlMAGsin(PSP + DPtlS)

-

Where D l ~ m
and D l w are the individualI and Q ControlletModule drive
1outputs, DOMAG is the drive 1magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
DOPHS is the drive 1phase.
DRIVE 2 MAGNITUDE The drive 2 magnitude is the magnitude (in volts) of the initial LUW output signal, used during the cavity charging process. This is
done before the system enters closed-loop operations, and typically,
D2MAG is close to the final value of the cavity field. The drive 2parameters
are calculated with the following equations:
D2DZ,

-

DUiAGcos(PSP f D P I S )
D2MAGsin(PSP + D P W

Where D21m and D 2 ~ are
m the individual Iand Q ControllerModule drive
2 outputs, D2MAG is the drive 2 magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
DZPHS is the drive 2 phase.
DRlVE 2 PHASE The drive 2 phase is the phase (in degrees) of the initial LLRF output signal, used during the cavity charging process. Due to phase variations
in the klystron amplifier, the RF phase is usually different during this drive
period than it is during closed-loop operations. The drive 2 phases are calculated from the following equations:
D21a = D2MAGcos(PSP + DPHS')
0% = DUiAGsin(PSP + D2PHS)

Where D21m and D 2 ~ are
m the individual Iand Q COntroZZerModule drive
2 outputs, D2MAG is the drive 2 magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
D2PHS is the drive 2 phase.
INITIALDRIVE MAGNITUDE:The initial drive magnitude signal is used to determine the cavity drive magnitude used when the system first enters closedloop operations. Typically, the cavity is driven close to the final setpoint Value of the cavity field. The initial value parameters in the 1 and Q controller
calculated in the following equation:
Modules (IVALICMand N l ~are)
IVALIu, DMcos(PSP)
N
&
= DMsin(PSP)
E

Where IDM is the initial drive magnitude, and PSP is the phase setpoint.
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PHASE n e initial drive phase signal is used to determine the phase
of the cavity drive when the system first enters closed-loop opentionTHRESHOLD1:Tfie threshold 1field contains the value of the RF Cavityamplitude at
~d there is a sufficientcharge to allow drive 0 to be terminated, and drive
1activated.
THRESHOLD2:Tbe threshold 2field contains the value of the RF cavity amplitude at
which there is a sufficient charge to allow drive 1to be terminated, and drive
2 activated.
THRESHOLD3: The threshold 3field containsthe value of the RF cavity amplitude at
which there is a sufficient charge to allow drive 2 to be terminated, and the
closed-loop control activated.
LOOP PHASE OFFSE’E The loop phase offset contains the value of the phase offset
being used to eliminate the arbitmyphase rotation of the control loop. The
loop phase offset parameters in the VectorModulator Module &PO, and
LPOA are calculated as follows:

1J)oa= 1 0 ’ c Q s ( L F 0 , ~ )
m m =l O * S i n ( L P O ~ )

Where I2-uis the interpolated loop phase offset.
ENTER CURRENTVALUES MTO GAIN SCHEDULE When this button ispressed,
the data set contained in the fields on this panel is entered as a line in the
selected gain schedule data table. The software sorts the data automatically
so that the table will be Iisted with the amplitude setpoints in increasing order. This provides the means of compiling the gain schedule data table.
EXAMINE GAIN SCHEDULE When thisbutton is pressed, the gain schedule data
table panel is opened and placed on the screen. It allows the current gain
schedule data table to be examined.
LOOP CLOSED/OPEN: The loop closed/open switch controls the feedback status of
the field control subsystem: specifying either a closed-loop or an open-loop
configuration. When in open-loop mode, the subsystem disregards all feedback information and provides a constant LLRFoutput signal based on the
. OLDRV registers in the I and Q Controller Modules. When in the
closed-loop position, the subsystem uses feedback to regulate the cavity
field more accurately.
DISTURBANCE OFWON:The disturbance on/off switch enables and disables the disturbance input. (Disturbances are used to evaluate the performance of the
closed-loop control over the cavity RF field.) When in the ‘on’ position, the
disturbance timingpulses in the I and Q controller Modules are used as they
appear in the timing configuration file. When in the ‘offposition these timing pulses are disabled, and will remain low.
EXIT: When the exit button is pressed, the gain schedule identification panel is closed
and replaced with the field control setup panel. When the exit button is seleaed, the operator is prompted to choose one of the following exit functions: save, return, or exit. (See section 1.7.6.)
June 1992
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Data Table Panel

4 5 Gain Schedule

The gain schedule data table panel, illustrated in figure 4-3, displays the interpolation
data table for the selected gain schedule file. The values can not be altered from this
panel, only viewed. Instead, alteration of the data is done from the gain schedule
identification panel.
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Figure 4-4. Gain schedule data table panel.
The gain schedule data table panel is entered through the gain schedule identification
panel. Upon enteringthe gain scheduledata table panel, the current configuration and
state for the field control setup mode remain intact, as the field control setup panel
remains active in the background.
The items in the table are kept in numerical order according to the setpoints. This is
done automatically by the software, regardless of the order in which the data has been
entered. The data categories are defined as foIlows:
SETPOIN'EThe amplitude setpoint adjusts the magnitude of the cavity RF field. The
setpoint value is valid for both open-loop and closed-loop LLRF output signals. In either case, the field control subsystem will maintain the cavity RF
field at the setpoint value.
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The gain-scheduling algorithms are disabled while the gain schedule identification panel is active. Consequently, the field control parameters are not
affected by changes in the amplitude setpoint. The changes will occur only
when this panel is exited.
The in-phase and quadrature open-loop drive levels (OLDRVI~and
O L D R V d , are computed with the following equations:
ASP
OrsFEM(PSP)

OLDRV*
OLDRV-

P

Sin(PSP)
OLSF

Where ASP is the amplitude setpoint, PSP is the cavity field phase set point,
and OLSF is the open-loop Scale factor.
Similarly, the closed-loop setpoints are determined by the following equations:

--

s m m m.

ASPSF

Sin(PSP)

Where ASP is again the amplitude setpoint, ASPSFisthe amplitude setpoint
scale factor, and PSP is the cavity field phase setpoint.
The gain scheduling algorithm automaticallycalculates the controlp m e ters for any amplitude setpoint. A look-up table of control parameters used
in the interpolation algorithm can be created by the operator. Additionally,
each value can be determined empirically, and entered into the gain table.
Once data values have been entered for each ASP over the operatingrange,
the data table is saved to a file.
The data table must be determined as a part of the original system installation process. But unless the hardware changes significantly, the table need
not be recalculated.

PROP GAIN:The proportional gain adjustment field contairk the value of the control
loop proportional gain (as stored in registers on the I and Q ControllerModules). The value is a percentage, defining what fraction of the output from
the proportional gain circuit will be incorporatedinto the cavity drive signal.

INT GAIN The integral gain adjustment field contains the value of the control loop
integral gain (as stored in registers on the I and Q controuer Modules). The
value is a percentage, defining what fraction of the output from the integral
gain circuit will be incorporated into the cavity drive signal.

DIFF GAIN:The derivative gain adjustment field contains the value of the control
loop derivative gain (as stored in registers on the I and Q controller Modules). The value is a percentage, defining what fraction of the output from
the derivative gain circuit will be incorporated into the cavity drive signal.
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DO MAG The drive 0 magnitude is the magnitude (involts) of the initial LLRF output
signal, used during the cavity charging process. During thisprocess, it is typically desirable to apply an initial overdrive to the cavity. This helps to attain
the shortestpossiblerise-time of the cavityfield, providing a quick transition
through the region where multipacting occurs.The drive 0 magnitudes are
calculated with the following equations:
DQim= DOMAG=s(PSP + DOPHS)
00- = WMAGsin(PSP + DOi?HS)

Where D O Iand
~ DOare the individual1and Q ControllerModule drive
0 outputs, DOMAG is the drive 0 magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
DOPHS is the drive 0 phase.
DO PHS:The drive 0 phase is the phase (in degrees) of the initial LIBF output signal,
used during the cavity charging process. Due to phase variations in the klystron amplifier, the RFphase is usually different during this drive period than
it is during closed-loop operations. The drive 0 phases are calculated with
the following equations:
D0,m

DQ-

DOMAG wS(PSP + D
'O
P
DOMAGsin(PSP + DWHS)

Where DO1m and DOare the individualI and Q controllerMudule drive
0 outputs, DOMAG is the drive 0 magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
DOPHS is the drive 0 phase.
D1 MAG:The drive 1magnitude is the magnitude (in volts) of the initial LLRF output
signal, used during the cavitychargingprocess. Quite often, the cavitycharging may work best when this value is close to zero. The drive 1 magnitudes
are calculated with the following equations:
D l m = D W G C O ~ ( P S+
P DlPHS)
Dlpor = DWGsin(PSP + DIPHS)

Where D11mand D l m are the individual I and Q CbntroUerModule drive
1outputs, DOMAG is the drive 1magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
DOPHS is the drive 1phase.
D1 PHS:The drive 1phase is the phase (in degrees) of the initial LLRF output signal,
used during the caviq charging process. Due to phase variationsin the klystron amplifier, the RFphase is usually different during thisdrive period than
it is during closed-loop operations. The drive 1phases are calculated from
the following equations:
D l i a = DlMAGcos(PSP + DlPHS)
D b = DWGsin(PSP + DlPHS)

Where D l 1 and
~ D l ~ are
m the individualI and Q CbwoZZerModule drive
1outputs, DOMAG is the drive 1magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
DOPHS is the drive 1phase.
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D2 MAG:The drive 2 magnitude is the magnitude (in volts) of the initial ILRF output
signal, used during the cavity charging process. This is done before the system enters closed-loop operations, and typically, D2MAG is close to the finai value of the cavity field. The drive 2 parameters are calculated with the
following equations:
D 2 m = D2MAG COS(PSP+ D2PHS)
D&
D2MAGsin(PSP + D2PH.9)

-

Where D 2 1 and
~ D2- are the individualI and Q ControllerModule drive
2 outputs, D2MAG is the drive 2 magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
D2PHS is the drive 2 phase.

D2 PHS: The drive 2 phase is the phase (in degrees) of the initial LLRF output signal,
used during the cavity charging process. Due to phase variations in the klystron amplifier, the RFphase is usually different during this drive period than
it is during closed-loop operations. The drive 2 phases are calculated from
the following equations:
D&
D&

-

= DUiAGcos(PSP

+ D2ptls)

D2MAGsin(PSP + D2PHS)

Where D21wand D2are the individualIand Q COnrrollerMuduledrive
2 outputs, D2MAG is the drive 2 magnitude, PSP is the phase setpoint, and
D2PHS is the drive 2 phase.
INIT MAG The initial drive magnitude signal is used to determine the c a ~ t ydrive
magnitude used when the system first enters closed-loop operations. m i cally, the cavity is driven close to the final setpoint value of the cavity field.
TheinitialMiueparametersintheIandQControllerMu~~(IVALIcMand
I V . ' .are calculated in the following equation:
NALm
N
+

= IDM cos(PSP)
= LDMsin(PSP)

Where IDM is the initial drive magnitude, and PSP is the phase setpoint.

INIT PHS:The initial drive phase signal is used to determine the phase of the cavity
drive when the system first enters closed-loop operation.

THR 1: The threshold 1field contains the value of the RF cavity amplitude at which
there is a sufficientcharge to allow drive 0 to be terminated, and drive 1activated
THR 2:The threshold 2 field contains the value of the RF cavity amplitude at which
there is a sufficient charge to allow drive 1to be terminated, and drive 2 activated.
THR 3: The threshold 3 field contains the value of the RF cavity amplitude at which
there is a sufficient charge to allow drive 2 to be terminated, and the closedloop control activated.
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LPO: The loop phase offset contains the value of the phase offset being used to eliminate the arbitrary phase rotation of the control loop. The loop phase offset
parameters in the k t o r Modulator Module &PO, and LPO~,,)
are calcu-

lated as follows:
DOLPom

--

l o - c o s ( ~ o ~ ~
lO*Sin(LPO~IAYw)

Where L P O ~ p is the
o interpolated
~ ~
loop phase offset.
EXIT:This control button closes the control display for the gain schedule data table
and returns control to the gain schedule identification panel.
4.6 Adaptive Feedforward Panel

The adaptive feedfoxward panel, illustrated in figure 4-5, contains the control and
monitor points that adjust the adaptive feedforward functions. Much of the operation
is automated, running in the background transparent to the user.
The adaptive feedforward panel is accessible from the field control setup panel, and
appears on top of the existing panels. Upon entering the adaptive feedforward panel,
the current configuration and state for the field control setup mode remain intact as
the field control setup panel remains active in the background.
The adaptive feedforward panel functions are defined and used as follows:
FFWD ON/OFF: The feedforward onIoff switch turnsthe output of theAhptive Feedforward Module off or on.
ADAPT ONIOFF: The adapt on/off switch essentially turns the adaptationfunction of
the Aakpzive Feetiforward Module on or off.
RESET ONIOEF:The reset on/off switch causes data to be reset and the preset voltage
(if enabled) to be applied to theAdapbve Feedforward Module output when
the switch is on. When it is off, current data is held.
RESET:When the adaptive feedfoxward reset button is pressed, the adaptive feedforward data is cleared. The softwareexecuted by thisbutton setsboth the reset
1data and reset Q data bits high on theA&phe Feetiforward Module.
These three toggle switches can be set together to configure the output of theAdapzive
Feedforward Module. The following table indicates the on/off state of each switch and
the resulting state of the module:
swim
FFWD

ADAPT

011

.Either

RESET
On

011

off

off

on

On
Mher

On

off

On
off

On

On

off

off
off

Operatioil

Rasetdata,nOFFWDoutput.
Hold amentdata, no FFWD output
Adapt with input, no FRNDwtput.
Resetdata,f.TWDoutput.
Holdamentdata,FFWDwtput.
Adapt with input, FFWD wgxrt
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I FFWD GAIN:The in-phase feedforward output of theAdaprive Feedfonvard Module
can be adjusted through this control. Output of the signal can be varied from
-100% to loo%, including 0%.

+

Q FFWD GAIN: The quadrature feedforward output of the Adaptive Feedfoward
Mudde can be adjusted through this control. Output of the signal can be
varied from -100% to + loo%, including 0%.

I ADVANCE:The in-phase advance field controls the timing advance for the I component of the Adaptive Feedfurnmd Mudzde. The values entered in this field
mayvary€romOnsto2!5500nsin 100-nsincrements. Generally,anadvance
of 1000 ns should be d c i e n t for most accelerator operations.

Q ADVANCE: The quadrature advance field controls the timing advance for the Q
component of the&ptive Feedfurnard Module. The values entered in this
field may vary fkom 0 as to 25 500 11s in 100-ns increments. Generally, an
advance of 1000 11s should be sufficient for most accelerator operations.

LlRF

FFWD

ADAPT

RESET

Figure 4-5. Adaptive feedforward panel.
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I PRESETLEVEL: The in-phase preset level field controls the preset (or reset) voltage level for the I component of the Adaptive Feedfoward Module. In the
event of an input signal interruption (or a test procedure) thisvoltage will be
used by the module to generate a signal output. The voltage may Vary from
+10 v to -10 v.
Q PRESET LEVEL: The quadrature preset level field controls the preset (or reset)
voltage level for the Q component of theAdaptive Feedforward Module. In
the event of an input signal interruption (or a test procedure) this voltage
will be used by the module to generate a Signal output. The voltage level
may vary from 10 V to -10 V
OVERF’LOWI:Thisis a warning light that indicates that the I component of theA&p
tive Feedforward Module is generating data that is overflowingmodule RAM.
Because the output of the &ptive Feedfowmd Module’s multiplier/accumulator chip can be as great as 16 bits while only 12 bits are used by the
RAM that receives input from the device, it is possible that the module can
generate values that will overflow the RAM. If the module has been configured through hardware to generate an overflow alarm signal, then the presence of the overflow state will be indicated by this Warning light.

+

OVERFLOW Q: This is a warning light that indicates that the Q component of the
Adaptive Feedfonvd Module is generating data that is overflowing module
RAM. Because the output of the&ptive Feedfowmd Module’s multiplier/
accumulator chip can be as great as 16 bits while only 12bits are used by the
RAM that receives input from the device, it is possible that the module can
generate values that will overflow the RAM. If the module has been configured through hardware to generate an overflow alarm signal, then the presence of the overflow state will be indicated by this warning light.
EXIT:When the exit button is pressed, the adaptive feedforward panel is closed, and
control is returned to the field control setup panel.
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5. DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR SUBSYSTEM
5.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the LabVIEWm control panels that are used to control the
diagnostic monitor subsystem. This set of panels includes monitors for both the
real-time analog signals and the sampledheld digital signals.
The subsystem provides two types of monitor signals: sampledheld magnitude levels,
and real-time waveforms. The sampled magnitude levels canbe examined by accessing
the appropriate samplehold register in the module containing the desired monitor
point. Each register provides the magnitude of a signal at a single sample point within
the RF pulse. The timing of the sample points can be adjusted.
The panels discussed in this chapter are as follows:
The diagnostic monitor status panel provides a complete set of
status information on the diagnostic monitor subsystem.
The diagnostic monitor setup panel contains controls which allow
the diagnostic monitor subsystem to be set up for operation.
5.2 Diagnostic Monitor Status Panel

The diagnosticmonitor statuspanel providesthe operatorwitha complete set of status
information on the diagnostic monitor subsystem. (See figure 5-1.) The panel is
accessed from the status panel, and appears in its place at the top of the screen. The
display contains the current amplitude measurementsfor the diagnostic data channels
that are detected, sampled, and converted into digital bit-sets. Specifically, the panel
provides the following:

SIGNALNAMEIDESCRIPTIONThis area of the panel provides the user with a brief
on-line description of the signal abbreviations and their meanings.
MEASUREMENTDATA:The data appearing in this box comes from several different
VXIbus modules. For each of the signals, the value shows the magnitude of
the high-power RF signal, and the raw data represents the corresponding
magnitude of the low-level RF signal.

FIELD I:Field I is the in-phase component of the cavity field sample as seen in the
field I register on the Ector Detector Module. The raw data is converted into
a scaled value with the following equation:
WELDIscAtEDVAutE

= FIELDIRAwaATA * ~ r n I S c A t E F , ,

FIELD Q:Field Q is the in-phase component of the cavity field sample as seen in the
field Q register on the &tor Detector Module. The raw data is converted
into a scaled value with the following equation:
~

Q

S

~

V

X

L

=
V FE

I E L D ~ R A W A ~ ~ Q S ~ ~
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MEASUREMENT DATA
RAW
V U E

Mv
Mv
Mv
Mv
MW
Mw
Mw
Mw

w
Mw
Mw
Mw

mW

Ir CAWWAMPLJTUDE

- CAWPHASE JBYjI

I OFF-ON

11

REFRESHCHART

1

I

Figure 5-1. Diagnostic monitor status panel.
DRIVE I[:Drive I is the in-phase component of the cavity drive sample as seen in the
drive I register on the Ector DetectorModule. The raw data is converted into
a scaled value with the following equation:
D-s-vAuIE

= DRn/EIRArilUrA.D~IS~FAcIDR

DRIVE Q Drive Q is the quadrature component of the cavity drive sample, as seen in
the drive Q register on the EctorDetectorModule. The raw data is converted
into a scaled value with the following equation:
D ~ Q S ~ D Y I.c(DU ~I EQ R A w I u T A . D ~ Q ~ ~

REF’L A: This is the sampled value of the reflectometer ‘a’ channel, as seen in the
REFLA register on the EnveZop Detector Module. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the following equation:
--VALUE

(

~

R

A

W

I

U

T

A

F

*

~

~

S

~

~

R

REFL B: This is the sampled value of the reflectometer ‘b’ channel, as seen in the
REFLB register on the EnveZop Detector Module. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the following equation:
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REFL A+ B This is the sampled value of the reflectometer 'a +b' channel, as seen in
the REFL A+B register on the Envelope Detector Module. The raw data is
converted into a s@ed value with the following equation:
REFLA + B v m (REI.zA + BRA-~Y*REFZA + B X X U F . .

REFL A+ j B Thisis the sampled value of the reflectometer 'a+ jb' c h m e l , as seen in
the REFLA+ JBregister on the Envelope Detector Module. The raw data is
converted into a scaled value with the following equation:
REFLA + jB-V* (w
+ jBm-AY.REFLA
+ jBxj(LEpAcTDR

CPLR FWD:This display provides the user with the value of the forward sample from
the directional coupler, as held in the coupler forward register on the Envelop Detector Module.The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the
following equation:
(cpmRARZM#

Cp-SGiUDVAtuE

CP'SWm

CPLR RVS: This display provides the user with the value of the reverse sample from
the directional coupler, as held in the coupler reverse register on the Envelope Detector Module. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the
following equation:
cPmv&-(cp'VS,-,#
C
P
~
~
S

ENV SPARE 1:This provides the user with the value of the first spare input on the
Envelope DetectorModule.The raw data is converted into a scaled value with
the following equation:
(mpmRA-AY*Mpm--

m p m S W V A U E

ENV SPARE 2:This provides the user with the value of the second spare input on the
Envelope DetectorModule.The raw data is converted into a scaled value with
the following equation:
~

p

~
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V
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E
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~ p ~ W L M Z A Y * ~ p ' W .

LLRF OUT: This displayprovides the operator with a sample of the low-level RF output signal from the register on the UpconverterModule. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the following equation:
- 0 u T S W v m

-

(~ouTRAWLMZ*y*LLRFouTsWm

E m When the exit button is pressed, the diagnostic monitor status panel is closed
and replaced with the status panel, which is covered in section 2.4.

53 Diagnostic Monitor Setup Panel
The diagnostic monitor setup panel, illustrated in figure 5-2, provides the controls
needed to set up the diagnostic monitor subsystem, including signal calibration functions. Much of the setup operations are automated and run in the background,
transparent to the user.
53
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Figure 5-2. Diagnostic monitor setup panel.
The diagnostic monitor setup panel is entered from the control system setup modes
panel. Upon entering the panel, several configuration files are automatically loaded
into the control software. First, the resonance detection, field control, diagnostic
monitor, timing, and alarm & limit configuration files are loaded. They provide the
hardware configuration data which is needed to define the normal mode of operation.
Next, the global files for the reflectometer calibration, gain schedule, and diagnostic
signal list are also loaded. This is done to provide the hardware-specific setup data
common to all modes of operation. Finally, the operator is asked if the default file
for the diagnostic monitor setup mode will be used. If it is not, the user is asked to
provide the name of the file that will be used. The data in this file is displayed on, and
is adjustable from, the diagnostic monitor setup panel.
Note that the scale factors given in figure 5-2 are not unitless; they are given in dB.
This has been done to allow the user to input the attenuation of the transport path
in order to derive the true value of the forward power. For example, the reflectometer
has 10 dB of coupling in the directional coupler and -6 dB of loss in the cable
connecting the rack to the reflectometer assembly. So, for REFL A, put in 76 dB for
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a scale factor (60 dB 3- 10 dB + 6 dB = 76 dB). This method of calculating the scale
factor tells the user what the forward power really is.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to describing the control and monitor points
on the diagnostic monitor setup panel. Generally, the.control descriptions are listed
as the controis appear on the panel, from the upper-ieft to the lower-right. Where the
controls are grouped, each control in the group is discussed before proceeding on to
the next group.
LLRF ENABLEDISABLE This switch allows the operator to enable and disable the
LLRF output. When in the disabled position, the UJ2.F output will not be
allowed to leave the L,Lw;Control rack. When in the enabled position, the
IWLLRFcontrol system will provide the LLRF outputsignal to the HPRF control rack if all other conditions are satisfied (Le. the fast-protection signal
has not been triggered, the W gate timing pulse is active, etc.). When enabled, the RF gate enable bit is set high on the Upconverter Module, and
when disabled this bit is cleared low. In other words, the switch reflects and
controls the status of the FtF gate enable bit. Note that when an alarm occurs,the switch will be moved to the ‘disable’ state automatically by the software.
U
R
F OFF:When this button ispressed, the LLRFoutput istied to ground, effectively
disabling the output to the HPW control rack. As with the LlLlRF disable
switch, this button clears the RF gate enable bit on the Upconverter Module,
forcing it low to prevent any output signal.
WARNING: This is a yellow status display light which provides the warning status for
the system. When lit, one or more warnings have been activated. When not
lit, no warnings are active in the system. The various Warnings are discussed
in chapter seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem.
ALARM: This is a red status display light which provides the alarm stam for the system. When lit, one or more alarms have been activated. When not lit, no
alarms are active in the system. The various a l m s are discussed in chapter
seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & limit subsystem.
C A W DRIVE LEVEL ADJUSTMENT: The cavity drive adjustment control provides a direct adjustment to the drive level of the RF cavity. The value is
scaled to reflect the actual voltage of the cavity drive signal. The cavity drive
level adjustment is used to determine the value of the open-loop drive on the
I and Q Controller Modules ( O L J ~ R V and
I ~ OLSRVQCM),as seen in the
following equations:
OLDRKm

--

OLDRV-

= cDA sin(CDP)

cDA sin(CDP)
CDSF

CDSF

Where CDA is the cavity drive adjustment, CDSF is the cavity drive scale
factor, and CDP is the cavity drive phase.
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CAVITY DRIVE PHASE ADJUSTMENT:The cavity drive phase adjustment control
allows the open-loop phase of the cavity RF field to be set. The cavity drive
phase adjustment is used to determine the value of the open-loop drive on
the I and Q controller Modules (OLDRVIQVIand OLDRV-),
as seen in

the following equations:
OWRVOWRVW

--

cDA sin(CDP)
CDSF

--

cDA sin(CDP)
CDSF

Where CDA is the cavity drive adjustment, CDSF is the cavity drive scale
factor, and CDP is the cavity drive phase.
CAVITY AMPLITUDE READBACK: The cavity amplitude readback display contains
the amplitude of the cavity RF field as detected by the control system. The
value in this field is scaled to reflect the actual cavity field voltage, and appears in a box to the left of a vertical bar graph.
The bar graph displays the relative values of the current field amplitude, the
minimum Warning level, and the minimum alarm level. The graph also
contains their numerical values: The red-to-yellow (upper) transition point
is labelled with the value of the alarm Iimit in the alarm & Iimit configuration file. The yellow-to-green (lower) transition point is labelled with the
value of the warning limit in the alarm & Iimit configuration file.
To determine the value of the cavity amplitude readback (ARB) the software
uses the following equation:

Where FLCD I is the in-phase component of the RF field, FLD Q is the
quadrature component of the RF field, SFI is the scale factor of the in-phase
component of the RF field, and SFQ is the scale factor of the quadrature
component of the RF field.
CAVITY PHASE READBACK= The readback display of the cavity phase contains the
phase (in degrees) of the cavity RF field. It appears as a vector in a circle,
giving an approximate visual representation of the phase. The 0 B6Ooposition is along the positive x-axis, or horizontally to the right. Its numerical
value (in degrees) appears beneath the circle. The value of the phase readback (PRB) is determined from the following equation:
O

Where FIJ> I is the in-phase component of the RF field, and FLD Q is the
quadrature component of the RF field.
RF TIMING DELAY The RF timing delay is used to adjust the time-position of the
cavity RF field in the RF cycle. Since the precursory trigger ("0) indicates
the beginning of an RF cycle, the RF timing delay is defined as the length of
JUE 1992
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time between the leading edge of TO and the leading edge of the RF gate.
The timing circuitry uses a 5 M H z clock, so is limited to a 200 11s resolution.
Thus the number of clock cyclesin the delayperiod is determined as follows:

Where RFGD is the RF gate delay.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the Lz,ziF output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The delays
of all other timing pulses are derived from the RF gate delay. Consequently,
as the RFGD is adjusted, all other timing signals track the change. This is
explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing setup.
RF TIMING WIDTH: The RFtiming width is used to adjust the length of time that the
RF field exists in the cavity. This is done by altering the width of the RF gate
pulse, which is displayed as the RF timing width. The timing circuitry uses a
5 MHz clock, so is limited to a 200 ns resolution. The number of clock cycles
. that pass while the RF gate is active is determined as follows:

Where RFGW is the RF gate width.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LLRF output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The widths
of all dependent-type timing pulses are derived from the width of the RF
gate. Consequently, as RFGW is adjusted, all dependent pulses track the
change. This is explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing
setup.
DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH 1: The diagnostic monitor channel 1control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel one of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnostic signal is selected, the software first disables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 1,then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals fiom driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. Alist of the available diagnostic signalsis
found in section 5.1.
DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH 2: The diagnostic monitor channel 2 control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel two of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnostic signal is selected, the software first disables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 2, then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. Alist of the available diagnostic signalsis
found in section 5.1.
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DIAGNOSTIC MOM[TOR CALBRATION: This control field provides the means of
calibrating the offset, gain, and bandwidth of the two diagnostic monitor

channels. The following options are available:
CAL SIGNALS OFF: This option turns off d l diagnostic monitor calibration processes, and enables normal operation for the two monitor channels.
The signal source for the selected channel is chosen with the two diagnostic
monitor selection controls described above.
ADJUST OFFSET CHANNEL In:This option allows the user to calibrate and adjust the voltage offset for each of the monitor channels, one at
a time. The signal source for the selected channel is grounded so that the
operator can obtain a voltage offset of zero. The software transmits the
following bit-combination to the transmitter calibration select channel on
the Monitor Transmi#r Module: set m / C A L to high, select 'u2 high for
channel two or low for channel one, clear m
C
/L
K low, and clear
GND/+ 1OV low. The system remains in the offset adjustment state until
another option is selected.
ADJUST GAIN CHANNEL ID.
This option allows the user to calibrate
and adjust the gain for each of the monitor channels, one at a time. The
signal source for the selected channel is connected to a 10V signal so that
the operator can obtain a gain of unity. The software transmitsthe following
bit-combination to the transmitter calibration select channel on the Monitor
Transmitter Module: set m/CALto high, select'm high for channel two or
low for channel one, clear REF/CLK low, and set GND/+ 1OV high. The
system remains in the gain adjustment state until another option is selected.

-

-

+

-

ADJUST BANDWIDTH CHANNEL 1/2: This option allows the user to
calibrate and adjust the bandwidth for each of the monitor channels. The
signal source for the selected channel is connected toa 1kHz clock so the
operator can adjust the bandwidth for the appropriate step response. The
softwaretransmitsthe following bit-combination to the transmitter calibration select channel on the Monitor Trmmi>terModule:set m / C A Lto high,
select -mhigh for channel two or low for channel one, set =/CLK high,
and clear=/
+ 1OVlow. The system remaim in the bandwidth adjustment
state until another option is selected.

MEASUREMENT DATA:The data appearing in this box comes from several different
VXIbus modules. For each of the signals, the value shows the magnitude of
the high-power RF signal, and the raw data represents the corresponding
magnitude of the low-level RF signal. In addition, each of the signals h a an
adjustable scale factor which controls the conversion between the raw data
and the scaled value.
FIELD I:Field I is the in-phase component of the cavity field sample as seen in the
field I register on the Kctor Detector Module. The raw data is converted into
a scaled value with the following equation:
-Ism-
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FIELD Q: Field Q is the in-phase component of the Cavity field sample as seen in the
field Q register on the &tor Detector Module. The raw data is converted
into a scaled value with the following equation:
~

Q

~

~
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DRIVE I:Drive I is the in-phase component of the cavity drive sample as seen in the
drive I register on the K?ctorDetecrorModule. The raw data is converted into
a scaled value with the following equation:
D ~ & . W V U UDE ~ m w a ~ ~ ~ ' D ~ . ( c r o ~

DRIVE Q Drive Q is the quadrature component of the cavity drive sample, as seen in
the drive Q register on the KctorDetectorModue. The raw data is converted
into a scaled value with the following equation:
D~QSGUZWAU
D I~E
QRAWZMZA~D~QSGUEFXCTCX

REFL A: This is the sampled value of the reflectometer 'a' channel, as seen in the
REF% A register on the Envelope Detedor Module. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the following equation:
m S w i U . t E

=(

- W A Y a = W m

REFL B This is the sampled value of the reflectometer 'b' channel, as seen in the
REFLB register on the Envelope Detector Module. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the following equation:

-

~ S U l 5 W A U E

( ~ M K M T i ( ) 2 w ~ S C X U F ~

REFL A+ B: This is the sampled value of the reflectometer 'a +b' channel, as seen in
the RFiFL A+B register on the Envdope Detector Module. The raw data is
converted into a scaled value with the following equation:
+ B s u m v m = (m
4-~

R A ~ ~+ B ~S GAG VY~ ' ~
REFL A+ j BThis is the sampled value of the reflectometer 'a +1%' channel, as seen in
the REFL A+ JBregister on the Envelope Detector Module. The raw data is
converted into a scaled value with the following equation:

CPLR FWD:This display provides the user with the value of the forward sample from
the directional coupler, as held in the coupler forward register on the Envelope Detector Module. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the
following equation:
CP~SULlDVAtuE
= (CP-RA-AY

CPmSWAClUR

CPLR RVS: This display provides the user with the value of the reverse sample from
the directional coupler, as held in the coupler reverse register on the EnveZope Detector Module. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the
following equation:

ENV SPARE 1:This provides the user With the value of the first spare input on the
EnvelopeDetectorModule. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with
the following equation:

ENV SPARE 2: This provides the user 1~4ththe value of the second spare input on the
EnvelopeDetectorModule. The raw data is convertedinto a scaled value with
the following equation:
Mp=---

( ~ p ~ - A Y W ~ p ~ A C T V R

LLRF OUT: This displayprovides the operator with a sample of the low-level RF output signal from the register on the UpconverterModule. The raw data is converted into a scaled value with the following equation:
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RESONANCE CONDITION:The resonance condition display provides a graphical
representation of the resonance condition of the RF cavity, using a marker
on a scale. An instantaneousreading, in the form of a complex coefficient, is
taken of the resonance frequency error. The imaginarypart of the reading is
isolated, and used as the basis for positioning the marker. The complex reflection coefficient is calculated from the REFL A, REF% B REFL A+B,
and REF% A+ J% registers on the Envelope Detector Module.
EXlZ When the exit button is pressed, the diagnostic monitor setup panel is closed
and replaced with the control system setup modes paneI. When the exit button is selected, the operator is prompted to choose one of the following exit
functions: save, load, return, or exit. (See section 1.7.6.) Note that when the
operator leaves this panel, the current machine state remains active until
another mode of operations is entered or the shutdown function is selected.
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6. TIMING SUBSYSTEM
6.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the LabVIEWa control panels used to control the timing
signals generated for the accelerator control system. Many of the timing signals
depend on other timing signals, so automaticupdate functions have been included to
maintain the relative values of the signals. This set of panels is in the control hierarchy
under the control system setup modes panel. Illustrations of the panels are provided
along with information on how they operate, and what function each control provides.
A distributed system of timing signal generation is used to synchronize the operations
of the accelerator. The U R F system provides timing for: all LLRF modules, the
HPRF control rack, the klystron amplifier, the pulse-forming network (PFN),and all
other accelerator subsystems (provided by the University of Twente).
The following panels are covered in this chapter:
The timing status panel provides a complete set of status information on the timing subsystem.
The timing setup panel contains the controls needed to set up the
timing subsystem for all modes of operation.

6.2 T i g Status
The timing status panel provides a complete set of status information on the timing
subsystem. (See figure 6-1.) The panel is accessed from the status panel, and appears
in its place at the top of the screen. The display contains the current status of all data
channels in the timing subsystem, both those providing the internal synchronization
of the LLRF equipment, as well as those providing external synchronization of the
remaining accelerator subsystems. The external timing signals consist of the ten
provided by the Timing Distribuhn Mudde, and the HPD (highpower driver) gate
provided by the Upconverter Module. The remaining signals are internal signals.
TIMING GRAPH The graph displays the waveforms of five timing pulses dictated by
the user. The pulses to ,be displayed are chosen using the menu selection
boxes to the right of the timing graph, and the time scale can be altered with
the time scaleand time delay controls. The edge locations are calculated
from the delay and width parameters in the timing configuration file including: the RF timing delay, the RF timing width, the delay skew, and the width
skew.
The ILRF control system generates two different types of timing signals:
fixed width and dependent width. For the fixed width signals:

-

leadin@@ = RFGD i DS
@din@@
RFGD i DS i WS

Where RFGD is the RF gate timing delay, DS is the delay skew, and WS
is the width skew.
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Figure 6-1. Timing status panel.
For dependentwidth signals, the trailing edge is dependent upon the trailing
edge of the RF gate. The width skew then becomes the amount of time
between the trailing edge of the RF gate and the trailing edge of the timing
pulse. Mathematically, this translates to:

- -

lecrdingedge RFGD + DS
RFGD + RFGW + WS

tdhgvdge

Where RFGD is the RF gate timing delay, DS is the delay skew, RFGW is
the RF gate timing width, and WS is the width skew.
Additionally, the external signals have an external skew parameter. The
external skew compensates for the propagation delays in transmitting the
timing signal to a remote location. The effects of this skew are not included
in the graph because they are meant to offset system limitations, and be
otherwise transparent to the operator and the system.
TIME DELAY:The time delay control specifies the amount of time that passes after
the occurrence of the precursory trigger (TO), and before the beginning of
the graphical display.
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TIME SCALE The time scale control specifiesthe resolution of the graphical display
by specifying the time span of the graph.
DELAY: Each of the values contained in the delay column is the amount of time
elapsed between the occurrence of TO and the leading edge of the correspondingtiming pulse. The five delays correspond to the fivepulse names on
the left of the timing graph, and will change as the pulse names are changed.
There are two types of signal delays used by the LLRF system: internal
pulses and external pulses. Figure 6-2 provides examples of the various types
of pulses that can be configured.
For the case of internal pulses, the delay is calculated using the following
equation:
DELAY RFZ) + DS

-

Where RFD is the RF timing delay, and DS is the delay skew.
For the case of external pulses, an additional skew term (external skew) is
required to compensate for the propagation and circuitry delays caused by
. external distribution. Because the additional delay is used to compensatefor
transmission times, it is not apparent to the system, and therefore is not
included in the display of the time delay, though it is included when storing
data in the appropriate delay register.
WIDTB: Each of the values contained in the width column is the amount of time that
the corresponding pulse remains in its active state. The five widths correspond to the five pulse names on the left of the timing graph, and will change
as the pulse names are changed. There are two types of pulse-widths used by
the LLRFsystem: those that are fixed, and those that are dependent. Figure
6-2 provides examples of the various types of pulses that can be configured,
including both types of widths.
In the case of fixed-width pulses, the pulse width is simply the width skew.
The value may only be positive. Thus we get the equation:
RFW-

ws

Where RFW is the RF timing width, and WS is the width skew.
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Figure 6-2. 3ming pulse examples.

In the case of dependent pulse-widths, the pulse width is based upon the
width of the RF gate. Thus the width skew becomes the difference in time
between the trailing edge of the RF gate and the trailing edge of the timing
pulse. In this case, the width skew may be either positive or negative. A
positive width skewmeansthat the timing pulse ends after the RF gate, and
a negative width skew means that the timing pulse ends before the RF gate.
Mathematically, this translates to:
RFW = RFGW- DS + WS

Where RFW is the RF timing width, RFGW is the width of the RF gate, DS
is the delay skew, and WS is the width skew.
EXIT:When the exit button is pressed, the timing status panel is closed and replaced
with the status panel, which is covered in section 2.4.
63 Timing Pulse Descriptions

On both of the panels having to do with the timing subsystem, a graph is provided to
display several of the timing pulses. Several pulses can. be selected for display on a
timing graph, allowing them to be compared with each other. Because of limited space
on the computer screen, only five can be displayed in the timing graph at any given
time. Any of the timing pulses can be displayed in any of the five positions by using
the pull-down menus or the left and right arrows to scroll through the list of available
pulses. The complete list of the pulses and a brief description of each one follows:
RF GATE:The RF gate pulse is the internal synchronization gate used to pulse-modulate the LUW output drive signal. The RF gate is an internal timing signal
produced by the Upconverter Module.
TIMING SPARE 0: This spare timing signal provides an external synchronization signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal produced by the Eming Distribution Module.
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TIMING SPARE 1:The first spare timing signal provides an external synchronization
signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal produced by the Timing Distribution Module.
TIMING SPARE2: The second spare timing signal provides an external synchronization signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal
produced by the Timing Distribution Module.
TIMING SPARE3: The third spare timing signal provides an external synchronization
signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal produced by the 7iming Distribution Module.
TIMING SPARE4: The fourth spare timing signal provides an external synchronization signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal
produced by the Eming LWibutbn Moduie.
" N G SPARE 5: The fifth spare timing signal provides an external synchronization
signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external f i n g signal produced by the nming Distribution Module.
TIMING SPARE6: The sixthspare timing signal provides an external synchronization
signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal produced by the 7iming Distributwn Module.
TIMING SPARE 7: The seventh spare timing signal provides an external synchronization signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal
produced by the Eming Distribution Module.
TIMING SPARE 8 The eighth spare timing signal provides an external synchronization signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal
and is produced by the nmirzg Distribm*onModule.
TIMING SPARE9:The ninth spare timing signal provides an external synchronization
signal which has not yet been defined. This is an external timing signal and is
produced by the Eming Distribution Module.
HPD GATE:The high power driver gate provides an external synchronization pulse for
the high power RF amplifying system. This is an external timing signal produced by the Upconverter Module.
TRIGGER RESET: The trigger reset pulse causes the turn-on triggers (TLT3) for the
open-loop LlLRFoutput signal to be reset. It is an internal timing signal produced by the Hctor Detector Module.
FP WINDOW k The in-phase fast-protection window is a synchronizationalwindow.
When active (active-low) it prompts the fast-protection circuitry to turn off
the LLRF output when the in-phase signal becomes too far from its setpoint
value. This is an internal timing signal produced by the I controller Module.
DSTRB GATE I: The in-phase disturbance gate provides a synchronizational gate
which enables a disturbance signal to be added to the in-phase control signal. It is generally used as a diagnostic signal to determine how the system
will react to a given signal fluctuation. This is an internal timing signal produced by the I Controller Module.
6-5
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window is a synchronizational window. When active (active-low) it prompts the fast-protection circuitryto turn
offthe W output when the quadrature signal becomes too far from its
setpoint value. This is an intemal timing signal produced by the Q Controller
Module.

~pWINDOW Q: The quadramre f&t-protection

D

S GATE
~ Q: The quadrature disturbance gate provides a synchroktional gate
which enables a disturbance signal to be added to the quadrature control
signal. It is generally used as a diagnosticSignalto determine how the system
will react to a given signal fluctuation. This is an internal timing signal produced by the Q COnfruZZer Module.

AFF ERR GATEI:The adaptive feedforward in-phase error gate enables the adaptive
feedforward process to occur on the in-phase error signal. Thisis an internal
timing signal produced by the Adaptive Feedforward Module.
AFFERR GATEQ:The adaptive feedforward quadratureerrorgate enablesthe adap
tive feedforward process to occur on the quadrature error signal. This is an
internal timing signal produced by the Adaptive Fedfurward Module.
SMPL LLRF OUT=The LLRF outpuGsamp1epulse is used to capture the HPRF ampriser drive signal, which is converted into a digital bit-set. It is an internal
timing signal produced by the eipcOmter Module.

SAMPLE FIELD: The field samplingpulse is used to capture the cavityfield readback
signal, which is converted into a digital bit-set. It is an internal timing signal
produced by the lrectot Detectur Module.

SAMPLE DRIVE: The drive sampling pulse is used to capture the cavity drive readback signal, which is converted into a digital bit-set. It is an internal timing
signal produced by the Kctor Detector Module.

SAMPLE A: The ‘a’ sampling pulse is used to capture the reflectometer ‘a’ (forward
drive) signal, which is converted into a digital bit-set. It is an internal timing
signal produced by the Envelope Detector Mudule.

SAMPLE B The ‘b’ sampling pulse is used to capture the reflectometer ‘b’ (reverse
.

drive) signal, which is converted into a digital bit-set. It is an internal timing
signal produced by the Envelope Detector Module.

SAMPLEA+B The ‘a +b’ sampling pulse is used to capture the reflectometer ‘a +b’
(forward +reverse drive) signal, which is converted into a digital bit-set, It is
an internal timing signal produced by the Envelope Detector Module.

SAMPLE A + j B The ‘a+jb’ sampling pulse is used to capture the reflectometer
‘a+jb’ (forward +reverse drive) signal, which is converted into a digital bitset. It is an internal timing signal produced by the Envelope Detector Module.
SMPL CPLR FWD: The coupler forward sampling pulse is used to capture the directional coupler forward-drive signal, which is then converted into a digital
bit-set. It is an internal timing signal produced by the Envelope Detector
Mudule.
June 1992
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SMPL CPLR RVS: The coupler reverse sampling pulse is used to capture the directional coupler reverse-drive signal, which is then converted into a digital bitset. It is an internal timing signal produced by the Envelope Detector Module.

SMPLENV SPR 1:"he spare envelope channel 1samplingpulse is used to capture the
first spare envelope detector channel, which is then converted into a digital
bit-set. It is an internal timing signal produced by the Envelope Detector
Module.
SMPLENV SPR 2The spare envelope channel 2 samplingpulse is used to capture the
second spare envelope detector channel, which is then converted into a digital bit-set. It is an internal timing signal produced by the EnveZope Detector
Module.
6.4 Timing Setup Panel

"he timing setup panel, illustrated in figure 6-3, provides the control and monitor
fields used in the setup of the timing subsystem. Much of the setup operation is
automated and runs in the background, transparent to the user.
The timing setup panel is entered from the control system setup modes panel. Upon
entering the panel, several configuration files are automatically loaded into the
control software. First, the resonance detection, field control, diagnostic monitor,
timing, and alarm & limit configuration files are loaded. They provide the hardware
configuration data which is needed to define the normal mode of operation. Next, the
global files for the reflectometer calibration, gain schedule, and diagnostic signal list
are also loaded. This is done to provide the hardware-specific setup data common to
all modes of operation. Finally, the operator is asked if the default file for the timing
setup mode will be used. If it is not, the user is asked to provide the name of the file
that will be used. The data in thisfile is displayed on, and is adjustablefrom, the timing
setup panel. Each mode of operation requires a unique set of timing signals that will
need to be determined and stored separately.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to describingthecontrol and monitorpoints
.on the timing setup panel. Generally, the control descriptionsarelisted as the controls
appear on the panel, from the upper-left to the lower-right. Where the controls are
grouped, each control in the group is discussed before proceeding on to the next
€YOUP*
CHATUNEL SETUP SIGNAL NAME:The signal name control allows the user to select
which one of the timing signals is to be configured. The name of a timing
channel can be accessed with a pull-down menu, or by scrolling through the
names with the left and right arrows. Note that the RF gate pulse can not be
adjusted with the channel setup controls, because this functionality is provided by the controls in the RF timing box

CHANNEL SETUP A

m Tiis control displays the current active truth for the selected signal, and allows the user to alter it if desired.
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Figure 6-3.Timing setup panel.
CHANNEL SETUP DELAY SKEU”:The delay skew controls how much time will

elapse between the RF gate going active and the selected timing pulse going
active. The delay skew can be either positive or negative. If it is positive the
timing pulse will start after the RF gate has started, if it is negative the timing
pulse will start before the RF gate has started. There are two types of signal
delays used by the LLLRF system: internal pulse delays and external pulse
delays. Figure 6-2 provides examples of the various types of pulses that can
be configured.

In the case of internal pulses, the delay is calculated using the following
equation:
Where RFD is the RF timing-praise delay, RFGD is the RF gate delay, and
DS is the delay skew.
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In the case of external pulses, an additional skew term (external skew) is
required to compensate for the propagation and circuitry delays caused by
external distribution. Because the additional delay is used to compensate for
transnission times, it is not apparent to the system, and therefore is not
included in the display of the time delay, though it is included when storing
data in the appropriate delay register.
Once the RF timing-pulse delay has been calculated, the number of clock
cycles for the delay of that timing channel must be determined. The timing
subsystem bases its signals on a 5 MHz clock, so the timing resolution is
200 11s. The RF timing delay is converted as shownin the following equation:

CHANNEL SETUP WIDTH TYPE The width type control displays the current type of
width used for the selected signal: off, fixed, or dependent. If desired, the
user can change the type of width for the selected signal.
If the selected width type is off, then the pulse defaults to a fixed configuration. The width skew becomes the width of the active period of the timing
pulse.
If the width type isfixed, then the width skew becomes the width of the active
period of the timing pulse.
If the width type is dependent, then the width skew becomes the difference
in time between the trailing edge of the RF gate and the trailing edge of the
timing pulse.
CRANNEL SETUP WIDTH SKEN The width skew of a timing pulse is used to determine the length of time that the pulse remains in its active state. There are
two types of pulse-widths used by the U R F system: those that are fixed, and
those that are dependent. Figure 6-2 provides examples of the various types
of pulses that can be configured, including both types of widths.
In the case of fixed-width pulses, the pulse width is simply the width skew.
The value may only be positive. Thus we get the equation:
'

RFw= ws

Where RFW is the RF timing-pulse width, and WS is the width skew.
In the case of dependent pulse-widths, the pulse width is based upon the
width of the RF gate. Thus the width skew (which is displayed on the panel
as RF timing width) becomes the difference in time between the trailing
edge of the RF gate and the trailing edge of the timing pulse. In this case,
the width skew may be either positive or negative. A positive width skew
means that the timing pulse ends after the RF gate, and a negative width
skew means that the timing pulse ends before the RF gate. Mathematically,
this translates to:
RFW = RFGW- DS + WS
Where RFW is the RF timing-pulse width, RFGW is the width of the RF
gate, DS is the delay skew, and WS is the width skew.
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Once the RF timingpulse width has been calculated, the required number
of clock cycles for the width of that timing channel must be determined. The
timing subsystem bases its signals on a 5 M H z clock, so the timing resolution
is 200 ILS. The RF timing width is converted as shown in the following
equation:

TIMING GRAPB: The p p h displays the waveforms of five timing pulses dictated by
the user. The pulses to be displayed are chosen using the menu selection
boxes to the right of the timing graph, and the time d e can be altered with
the time Scale and time delay controls. The edge locations are calculated
from the delay and width parameters in the timing configurationfile including:the RF timing delay, the RF timing width, the delay skew, and the width

skew.
The W control system generates two different types of timing signals:
fixed width and dependent width. For the fixed width signals:

-

M D + DS
RFGD + DS + WS

Zuuhgedge

aoiltrgcdgc

Where RFGD is the RF gate timing delay, DS is the delay skew, and WS
is the width skew.
For dependentwidth signals, the trailing edge is dependent upon the m i n g
edge of the RF gate. The width skew then becomes the amount of time
between the trailing edge of the RF gate and the tiding edge of the timing
pulse. Mathematically, this d a t e s to:
lcadingrdgc RFGD + DS

-

rrailingedgc = RFGD + RFGw+

ws

Where RFGD is the RF gate timing delay, DS is the delay skew, RFGW is
the RF gate timing width, and WS is the width skew.
Additionally, the external signals have an external skew parameter. The
external skew compensates for the propagation delays in transmitting the
timing signal to a remote location. The effectsof this skew are not included
. in the graph because they are meant to offset system limitations, and be
othemise transparent to the operator and the system.
TIME DELAYi Thetime delay control specifies the amount of time that passes after
the occurrence of the precursory trigger (TO), and before the beginning of
the graphical display.
TIME SCALE: The time Scale control specifies the resolution of the graphical display
by specifying the time span of the graph.
WARNING: This is a yellow status display light which provides the Warning status for
the system. When lit, one or more warnings have been activated. When not
fit,no warnings are active in the system. The various wanrings are discussed
in chapter seven, which covers the control panels for the dam & iimit subsystem
June 1992
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ALARM: This is a red status display light which provides the alarm status for the system. When lit, one or more alarms have been activated. When not lit. no
alarms are active in the system. The various alarms are discussed in chapter
seven, which covers the control panels for the alarm & Emit subsystem.

RF TIMING DELAYi The RF timing delay is used to adjust the time-position of the
cavity RF field in the RF cycle. Since the precursory trigger (TO) indicates
the beginning of an RF cycle, the RF timing delay is defined as the length of
time between the leading edge of TO and the leading edge of the l
W gate.
The timing circuitry uses a 5 M H z clock, so is limited to a 200 ns resolution.
Thusthe number of clock cyclesin the delayperiod is determined as follows:

Where RFGD is the RF gate delay.
The RF gate timing signal is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the ILRFi output drive Signal. This key timing signal controlswhen an RF field will exist in the cavity,and for how long. The delays
of all other timing pulses are derived from the RF gate delay. Consequently,
as the RFGD is adjusted, all other timing signals track the change. This is
explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing setup.
RFTIMMGWIDTH=eRFtimingwidthisusedtoadjusttheIengthoftimethatthe
RF field exists in the cavity.Thisis done by altering the width of the RF gate
pulse, which is displayed as the RF timing width. The timing circuitry uses a
5 M H z clock, so islimited to a 200 11s resolution. The number of clock cycles
that pass while the RF gate is active is determined as follows:

Where RFGW is the RF gate width.
The RF gate timing sigd is an internal synchronization gate used to
pulse-modulate the LL,RF output drive signal. This key timing signal controls when an RF field will exist in the cavity, and for how long. The widths
of all dependent-type timing pulses are derived from the width of the RF
gate. Consequently, as RFGW is adjusted, all dependent pulses track the
change. This is explained further in section 6.4, which is about the timing
Setup.
The external skew control allows the operator to define the skew term
EX"
used to compensate for the propagation and circuitry delays of those Signals
distributed externally. The external skew is used to adjust the number of
delay cycles necessary for the proper synchronization of external timing signals.
DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH 1: The diagnostic monitor channel 1control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel one of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via a pull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnostic signal is selected, the software first dis&11
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ables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 1,then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same bus channel simultaneously. A list of the available diagnostic signals is
found in section 5.1.
DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR CH 2:The diagnosticmonitor channel 2 control allows the
selection of which diagnostic signal is to drive channel two of the diagnostic
monitor bus. The selection is provided via apull-down menu listing all applicable signals. When a new diagnosticsignalis selected, the software first disables whatever signal was previously driving bus channel 2, then enables the
newly selected signal. This prevents two separate signals from driving the
same buschannel simultaneously. AIistof the available diagnosticsignalsis
found in section 5.1.
EXFP:When the exit button is pressed, the timing setup panel is dosed and replaced
with the control system setup modespanel. When the exit button is selected,
the operator is prompted to &OQS one ofthe following exit functions: save,
load, return, or exit. (See section 1.7.6.) Note that when thispanel is left, the
current machine stateremains active until another mode of operationsis entered or the shutdown function is selected.
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7.

ALARM

& LIMIT SUBSYSTEM

7.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter describes the LabWEWB software control panels used to control the
alarm& limit subsystem. This set of panelsisin the control hierarchy under the control
system setup modes panel. Illustrations of the panels are provided along with information on how they operate, and what function each control provides.
The panels covered in this chapter include:
The alarm & Iimit status panel contains a complete set of status
information on the alarm & limit subsystem.The display identifies
all alarms and warnings detected by the URF system.
The alarm & Iimit setuppanel provides the operator with the control
and monitor points allowing the alarm & limit subsystem to be set
up for operation.
7.2 Alarm & Limit status Panel

The alarm and limit status panel contains a complete set of status information on the
alarm and limit subsystem. (See figure 7-1.) The panel is accessed from the status
panel, and appears in its place at the top of the screen. The display shows the current
status of all data channels in the subsystem, some with a graphical representation as
well as a numerical value. Specifically, the panel provides the following:

VDM TEMPEFtATURE, WARNING The Ector Detector Module temperature warning is lit when components on that module are not operating within their
nominal temperature range. The module informs the system by driving the
temperature fault bit low.

RF PULSE WIDTH LONG, WARNING This warning is lit if the width of the RF enable pulse exceedsthat of the RFpulse warning trip threshold. Thisindicates
that the width of the RF pulse in the cavityis too longfor the currentmode of
operation.

FORWARD POWER HIGH,WARNING:Thiswarning is lit if the forward drive power
is in excess of the forward power warning trip threshold. This indicates that
the forward power level is too high for the current mode of operation. The
software obtains a reading of the forward drive power from the following
equation:
FWDP

-

(REFZA)*RASF

Where FWDP is the forward drive power, REF% A is the reflectometer 'a'
signal, and RAW is the reflectometer 'a' scale factor.
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Figure 7-1. Alarm & limit status panel.

REVERSE POWER HIGH, WARNING This warning is lit if the reverse drive power
level is in excess of the reverse power warning trip threshold. This indicates
that the reverse power level is too high for the current mode of operation. A
reading of the reverse power is obtained from the following equation:
RVSP

-

(REELB)2*RBSF

Where RVSP is the reverse drive power, RJ5FL B is the reflectometer 'b'
signal, and RBSF is the reflectometer 'b' scale factor.
CAVITY AMP-E
HIGH, W-G:
This warning is lit if the cavity field amplitude exceeds the cavity amplitude warning trip threshold. This indicates that
the cavityvoltagelevel is too high for the current mode of operation. Areading of the cavity amplitude is determined from the following equation:
ARB = ,/(RELDI S F y
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Where ARB is the cavity amplitude readback, FIELD I is the in-phase
component of the cavity field, FEU3 Q is the quadrature component of the
cavityfield,SFI is the in-phase scale factor, and SFQ is the quadrature scale
fhctor.
LLRF OUTPUT HIGH,WARNING This Warning is lit if the LLRF output signal exceeds its warning trip threshold. This indicates that the LLRF output power
to the HPRF amplifier is too high for the current mode of operation. The
readback of the LLRF output is determined from the following equation:
LLRFOUT = (LORDYO
LOSF
Where W OUT is the W output signal, LORD is the LUW output
raw data, and LOSF is the LlXF output Scale factor.
REFERENCE FAUL'I; ALARM: The reference fault alarm is lit if the RF reference
signal is somehow degraded. It is indicated by a low level in the reference
fault bit on the Downwnveiter Module.
LOSS OF TRIGGER, ALARM: The loss of trigger alarm is lit if 10secondspass without the occurrence of the TO precursorytrigger. It is indicated by a low level
in the trigger loss bit on the Emhg Receivei Module.
LOSS OF CLOCK,ALARM: The loss of clock alarm is lit if the 10 MHz master clock
signal is somehow degraded. It is indicated by a low level in the clock loss bit
on the Il'iming Receiver Module.
RFPULSEWIDTaLONG,ALARM.The RFpulsewidth long alarm is lit ifthe length
of the RF enable pulse exceeds its alarm trip threshold. It indicates that the
width of the RF pulse in the cavityis too long for the current mode of operation.
FORWARD POWER HIGH,ALARM. The forward power high alarm is lit if the forward drive power is in excess of its alarm trip threshold. It indicates that the
forward power level is excessive. a reading of the forward drive power is obtained from the following equation:
FWDP

-

(REEL@*RASF

Where FWDP is the fonvard drive power, REFL A is the reflectometer 'a'
signal, and RASF is the reflectometer 'a' scale factor.
REVERSE POWER HIGH, ALARM: The reverse power high alarm is lit if the reverse
drive power is in excess of its alarm trip threshold. It indicates that the reverse power level is excessive. A reading of the reverse power is obtained
from the following equation:

-

(REELBY*RBSF
Where RVSP is the reverse power, REFL B is the reflectometer 'b' signal,
RVSP

and RBSF is the reflectometer 'b' scale factor.
CAVITY AMPLITUDE HIGH, ALARM The cavity amplitude high alarm is lit if the
cavityfield amplitude exceedsits trip threshold. This indicatesthat the cavity
voltage level is too high for the current mode of operation. A reading of the
cavity amplitude is obtained from the following equation:
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-

ARB ~ ( E E L B I . +
S ~(FIELDQ.sFQY
Where ARB is the cavity amplitude readback, FIELD I is the in-phm
component ofthe cavityfield, FIEIl) Q is the quadrature component of the
cavityfield, =is the h-phase scalefactor,and SFQ isthe quadrature scale
iictor.
LLRF'OU"HIGH,ALARM, *ThisalarmisIitiftheWoutputsignalexceedsits
alarm trip threshold. This indicates that the ILRF output power to the
HpRF amplifier is too high for the current mode of operation. The U R F
output level is determined from the following equation:
LLRFOUT (LoRo)loLOSF
Where LIz,RF OUT is the
output signal, JDRD is the ILW output
raw data, and LOSF is the LUG output Scale hctor.
RF PULSE WIDTH WARNINGIALARM TRIP THRESHOLDS:This display Iists the
warning and alarm thresholds of the RF pulse width. Should the RF pulse
width exceed the warning value, the warning signalwili become active. Similarly, if the RF pulse width exceeds the alarm value, the alarm signal will
become active.
FWD POWER READBACK WARNING/ALARMTRIP THRESHOLDS: This display

-

IiststhewarningandalarmthresholdsoftheforwardpowerreadbackSignal.
Should the forward power readback level exceed the warning d u e , the
warning signalwill become active. Similarly, if the forward power readback
level exceeds the alarm value, the alarm signal will become active.
RVS POWER READBACK WARMNGIALARM TRIP THRESHOLDS This display
liststhe warning and alarm thresholds of the reverse power readback signal.
Should the reverse power readback level exceed the warning value, the
Warning signal will become active. Similarly, if the reverse power readback
level exceeds the alarm value, the alarm signal will become active.
CAV AMPLITUDE READBACK WARNHNGIALARM TRIP THRESHOLDS: This
display lists the warning and alarm thresholds of the cavity amplitude readback signal. Should the cavity amplitude readback level exceed the warning
_ . value, the warning signal will become active. Similarly, if the cavity amplitude readback level exceeds the alarm value, the alarm signal will become
active.
LLRF' OUTPUT READBACK WARNINGIALARM '
I
"THRESHOLDS: This display lists the warning and alarm thresholds of the LLW;output readback
Signal. Should the IJXF output exceed the warning value, the warning signal will become active. Similarly, ifthe LJXF output exceeds the alm value, the d m signal will become active.
BIRDWARE DRIVE I LIMIT (+k The positive hardware in-phase drive limit is &played as a numerical value. The control system limits the in-phase output
magnitude to thisvalue or less. The Simit is derived from the physical limitations Of the accelerator bardware, and implemented to avoid damaging
equipment and personnel.
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HARDWAREDRIVE I L
l
m (-k The negative hardware in-phase drive limit is displayed as a numerical value. The control system limits the in-phase output
magnitude to this value or more. The Iimit is derived from the physical limiations of the accelerator hardware, and implemented to avoid damaging
equipment and personnel.
DRIVE Q LIMIT (+): The positive hardware quadrature drive limit is
displayed as a numerical value. The control system limits the quadrature
output magnitude to thisvalue or less. The limit is derived from the physical
limitations of the accelerator hardware, and implemented to avoid damaging equipment and personnel.

DRIVE Q LIMIT

The negative hardware quadrature drive limit is
displayed as a numerid value. The control system limits the quadrature
output magnitude to thisvalue or more. The h i t is derived from the physical limitations of the acceleratorhardware, and implemented to avoid damaging equipment and personnel.
(0):

OPERATING REGION: This display provides a graphical representation of the hard. ware limits:positive and negative, i n - p h k and quadrature. Additionally, a
vector representation of the current amplitude setpoint is overlaid upon it.
FAST PROTECIlON TRIP THRESHOLD-I ERROR This display provides the numeric value currently being used as the fast protection threshold of the
in-phase error signal. If the value of the in-phase error ever exceeds this
threshold, the LLRFoutput signal will be disabled immediately by the control system.

-

FAST PROTECTION TRIP THRESHOLD Q ERROR This display provides the numeric value currently being used as the fast protection threshold for the
quadrature error signal. If the value of the quadrature error ever exceeds
this threshold, the LLRF output signal will be disabled immediately by the
control system.

CONFIGURATION FILE:The configuration file display lists the name of the currently active alarm & limit configuration file.
_.RESET ALARMS: When an alarm causes the system to be shut down, the alarm remains latched. This keeps the system shut down until the problem can be
remedied, then reset manually. This button provides the manual d a m reset
functionality.
E m This control button closes the display for the alarm & limit statuspanel, replacing it with the status panel (covered in section 2.4).
7.3 Alarm & Limit Setup Panel

The alarm & limit setup panel, illustrated in figure 7-2, contains the capability of
controlling and monitoring the setup of the alarm & limit subsystem. Much of the
setup operations are automated and run in the background, transparent to the user.
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Figure 7-2. Alarm & limit setup panel.
The alarm & limit setup panel is entered from the control system setup modes panel.
Upon entering the panel, severalconfiguration files are automaticallyloaded into the
control software. First,the resonance detection, field control, diagnostic monitor,
timing, and alarm & Iimit configuration files are loaded. They provide the hardware
configuration data which is needed to define the normal mode of operation. Next,the
global files for the reflectometer calibration, gain schedule, and diagnostic signal Iist
are also loaded. This is done to provide the hardware-specific setup data common to
all modes of operation. Finally, the operator is asked if the default file for the alarm
& limit setup mode will be used. If it is not, the user is asked to provide the name of
the file that will be used. The data in this file is displayed on, and is adjustable from,
the alarm & limit setup panel.
The remainder of thissection is dedicated to describingthe control and monitor points
on the alarm & limit setup panel. Generally, the control descriptions are listed as the
controls appear on the panel, from the upper-left to the lower-right. Where the
controls are grouped, each control in the group is discussed before proceeding on to
the next group.
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The k m r Detector Module temperature warning is lit h e n components on that module are not operating within their
nominal temperature range. The module informsthe system by driving the
temperature fault bit low.
LONG, WARNMk: This warning is lit if the width of the RF enRF PULSE
able pulse erne& that of the RFpulse Warningtrip threshold. This indicates
that the width ofthe RF pulse in the cavity& too long for the current mode of
operation.
FORWARD p o r n HIGH, WARMNG: ThisWarning is lit if the foxward drive power
is in excess of the forward power warning trip threshold. This indicates that
the forward power level is too high for the current mode of operation. The
software obtains a reading of the forward drive power from the following
equation:

VDM

W-G:

I;wDP- (REELA)"RASF

Where FWDP is the forward drive power, REFL A is the reflectometer 'a'
signal, and RASF is the reflectometer 'a' Scale factor.
REVERSE POWER HIGH, WARNING This Warning is lit if the reverse drive power
level is in excess of the reverse power warning trip threshold. This indicates
that the reverse power level is too high for the current mode of operation. A
reading of the reverse power is obtained from the following equation:
RVSP

-

(REFLB)1*RBSF

Where RVSP is the reverse drive power, REFL B is the reflectometer 'b'
signal, and RBSF is the reflectometer 4' Scale factor.

CAVITYAMPLITUDE HIGH,WARNING This Warning is lit if the cavity field ampftude exceeds the cavity amplitude warning trip threshold. This indicatesthat
the cavity voltage level is too high for the currentmode of operation. Areading of the cavity amplitude is determined from the following equation:
ARB

-

,i(EELDI*Sm+ (FIELDQ-SFQY

Where ARB is the cavity amplitude readback, FIEu> I is the in-phase
component of the cavityfield, FIELDQ is the quadrature component of the
cavity field, SFI is the in-phase scale factor, and SFQ is the quadrature scale
factor.
LLRF OUTPUT HIGH,WARNMG: This warning is lit if the LLRF output signal exceeds its Warning trip threshold. This indicates that the LUG output power
to the HPRF amplifier is too high for the current mode of operation. The
readback of the Lcl[lRF output is determined from the following equation:

-

(LORDY'LOSF
Where U R F OUT is the U R F output signal, LORD is the W output
LLRFOUT

raw data, and LOSF is the LLRF output scale factor.
REFERENCE FAWT, ALARM: The reference fault alarm is lit if the RF reference
Signal is somehow degraded. It is indicated by a low level in the reference
fault bit on the Downconvertet Moriule.
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LOSS OF TRIGGER, ALARM: The loss of trigger alarm is lit if 10 seconds pass without the occurrence of the To precursory trigger. It is indicated by a low level
in the trigger loss bit on the Timing Receiver Module.

LOSS OF CLOCK,ALARM: The loss of clock alarm is lit if the 10 MHz master clock
signalis somehow degraded. It is indicated by a low level in the clock lossbit
on the 7iming Receiver Module.
RFPULSEWIDTBLONG,ALARM, The RF pulse width long alarmis fitif the length
of the RF enable pulse exceeds its alarm trip threshold. It indicates that the
width of the RF pulse in the cavity is too long for the current mode of operation.
FORWARD POWER HIGH, ALARM. The forward power high alarm is lit if the forward drive power is in excess of its alarm trip threshold. It indicates that the
forward power level is excessive. a reading of the forward drive power is obtained from the following equation:
FWDP

-

(REELAY’RASF

Where FWDP is the forward drive power, REFL A is the reflectometer ‘a’
signal, and RASF is the reflectometer ‘a’ scale factor.

REVERSEPOWERHIGH,AI,ARM. The reverse power high alarm is lit if the reverse
drive power is in excess of its alarm trip threshold It indicates that the reverse power level is excessiVe. A reading of the reverse power is obtained
from the following equation:
RVSP

-

(--RESF

Where RVSP is the reverse power, REFL B is the reflectometer ‘b’ signal,
and RBSF is the reflectometer ‘b’scale factor.
CAVITY AMPLITUDE HIGH, ALARM: The cavity amplitude high alarm is lit if the
cavity field amplitude exceeds its trip threshold. This indicatesthat the cavity
voltage level is too high for the ament mode of operation. Areading of the
cavity amplitude is obtained from the following equation:
ARB

-

J(FIELDI*SI.I)I+ (FIELDQ*SFQY

Where ARB is the cavity amplitude readback, FIELS I is the in-phase
component of the cavity field, FIEID Q is the quadrature component of the
cavityfield, SFI is the in-phase Scale factor, and SFQ is the quadrature scale
factor.
LLRFOUTPUTHIGH,ALARM.*ThisalarmisiitiftheILRFoutputsignalexceedsits
alarm trip threshold This indicates that the ILRF output power to the
HPRF amplifier is too high for the current mode of operation. The LLRF
output level is determined from the following equation:
LLRFOUT

-

(LORDY8LQSF

Where I U W OUT is the LUW output signal, LORD is the ILRFoutput
raw data, and LOSF is the LLRF output Scale factor.
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RF PULSE WIDTH WARNINC/ALARM TRIP THRESHOLDS: These controls list
the warning and alarm thresholds of the RF pulse width. Should the RF
pulse width exceed the warning value, the warning signal will become anive.
Similarly, ifthe RFpulse width exceeds the alarm value, the alarm signal will
become active.

FWD POWER -BACK

"TUP THRESHOLDS:These controls list the warning and alarm thresholds of the forward power readback
signal. Should the f o m d power readback level exceed the warning value,
the warning signal will become active. Simiiarly, if the forward power readback level exceeds the alarm value, the alarm signal will become active.

WARNING/-

RVS POWER READBACK WARNING/ALARM TRIP TBRESHOLDS: These controls list the warning and alarm thresholds of the reverse power readback
signal. Should the reverse power readback level exceed the warning value,
the warning signal will become active. SMarly, if the reverse power readback level exceeds the alarm value, the alarm signal will become active.
CAV AMPLITUDE READBACK WARNINCIALARM TRIP THRESHOLDS:These
controls list the warning and alarm thresholds of the cavity amplitude readback signal. Should the cavity amplitude readback level exceed the warning
value, the warning signal will become active. Similarly, if the cavity amplitude readback level exceeds the alarm value, the alarm signal will become
active.
LLRFOUTPUTREADBACK WARNING/ALARMTRIPTRRESHOLDS
These controls list the warning and alarmthresholds of the LLRF output readback signal. Should the LlLcRF output exceed the warning value, the warning signal
will become active. Similarly, if the XLRF output exceeds the alarm value,
the alarm signal will become active.

HARDWAREDRIVE I LIMIT (+) The positive hardware in-phase drive limit is displayed as a numerical value. The control system limits the in-phase output
magnitude to this value or less. The Iimit isderived from the physical limitations of the accelerator hardware, and implemented to avoid damaging
equipment and personnel.

HARDWARE DRIVE I LIMIT
The negative hardware in-phase drive limit is displayed as a numerical value. The control system limits the in-phase output
magnitude to thisvalue or more. The limit is derived from the physical limitations of the accelerator hardware, and implemented to avoid damaging
equipment and personnel.
(0):

HARDWARE DRIVE Q LIMIT (+ The positive hardware quadrature drive limit is
displayed as a numerical value. The control system limits the quadrature
output magnitude to thisvalue or less. The limit is derived from the physical
limitations of the accelerator hardware, and implemented to avoid damaging equipment and personnel.
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DRIVEQ LIMIT (-): The negative hardware quadrature drive limit is
displayed as a numerical value. The control system f i t s the quadrature

output magnitude to thisvalue or more. The limit is derived from the physicai iimitations of the accelerator hardware, and implemented to avoid damaging equipment and personnel.
OPERATING REGION:This display provides a graphical representation of the hardware limits: positive and negative, in-phase and quadrature. Additionally. a
vector representation ofthe current amplitude setpoint is overlaid upon it.
FAST PROTECI'ION TRIP THRESHOLD I ERROR:"his control sets the value of
the fast protection threshold of the in-phase error signal. If the value of the
output signal will be
in-phase error ever exceeds this threshold, the
disabled immediately by the control system. The value is entered as a percentage (with a full scale of 10%) thatscales the output to the DAC register
(i.e. 10% = 4095,5% = 2048,0% = 0).
FASTPROTECTION TRIP THRESHOLD Q ERROR:This control sets the value of
the fastprotection threshold for the quadrature error signal. If the value of
the quadrature error ever exceeds this threshold, the LLRF output signal
will be disabled immediately by the control system.The value is entered as a
percentage (with a fullscale of 10%) that scalesthe output to the DAC register (Le. 10% = 4095,5% = 2048,0% = 0).
EXIT:When the exit button is pressed, the timingsetup panel is closed and replaced
with the timingSetup mode panel. When the exit button is selected, the operator is prompted to choose one of the following exit functions:save, load,
return, or exit. (See Section 1.7.6.) Note that when thispanel is left, the current machine state remains active until another mode of operations is entered or the shutdown function is selected.

-

-
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